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The purpose of this study was to examine the effect of

information technology (IT) on the competitive position of a

firm. The problem motivating this study is the potential for

misallocation of scarce resources on new technology without

realizing the level of competitive advantage (CA) expected.

This study was a single-site case study. It examined

the factors related to the selection, design, development,

implementation, use, and effects of an information system

(IS) intended to generate CA. The study examined all these

factors within the organizational and industrial contexts of

the subject firm.

The study used multiple data sources including inter-

views, sales data, archival financial records, systems

documentation, records of meetings, and inter- and intra-

firm communications concerning the IS. A unique feature of

this study compared to other studies is the inclusion of

customers as a data source.

The study developed a framework for investigating

competitive advantage applications (CAA) of IT. The research

took specific parts of the CAA framework and used pattern



matching to compare them to the observations of the case

study.

The study identified significant factors having a

fundamental impact on the success of the IS and the CA it

generated. These factors included that the CA application

was an extension of an existing system, that management

advocated proactive use of IT, the need for a quick response

to threats from industry rivals, that the IS differentiated

the company from rivals providing substitute products, that

rapid implementation served to enhance relations with

customers, and the presence of a system advocate who

promoted the benefits of the system to both management and

customers.

A significant characteristic of the IS was how the

company promoted the IS to its customers. The company

marketed the IS as a strategy where customers could improve

their own ROI. The implication was that the marketable

benefits of the system were to the consumer of the system

and not to the developer.
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CHAPTER 1

PURPOSE, PROBLEM, and SIGNIFICANCE

This study investigated an information system developed

to produce competitive advantage. Competitive advantage

(CA) is the resultant value that a firm creates for its

clients or customers that exceeds the firm's cost of

creation (Porter 1985, p. 3). Much of the earlier publi-

cations on the use of information technology for competitive

advantage was analytical research. Frequently, the authors

supported their propositions with examples drawn from a wide

variety of industries. In contrast, this research study

used a more empirical approach to investigate the problem.

The research methodology for this study was a case

study. It investigated an existing information system

believed by the firm to generate competitive advantage.

Further, it investigated the methods used to value the

competitive advantage generated by the information system.

The study reports on the perception of the users of the

information system and compares their perceptions with those

of the firm. The results of the case study provide a clear

understanding of how and why the firm developed the

information system.

1
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This section provides a definition of the purpose,

related problem, and significance of the proposed research.

The study explored the decision processes, costs, and other

factors involved in the use of information technology to

gain competitive advantage.

Purpose

The purpose of this study was to examine the effect of

information technology (IT) on the competitive position of a

firm. Specifically, this was an in-depth case study

examination of an information system (IS) designed and

developed to improve a firm's competitive position. The

firm invests capital in the hardware, software, personnel,

and other facilities necessary to develop and implement a

new IS. The intended objective of this new IS is to improve

the competitive position of the firm. This study examined

the decision processes, potential measures, strategic

issues, costs/benefits, and other factors involved in the

deployment of the new IS.

This study had several objectives. The first objective

was to develop a detailed description of the processes

needed for an IS to gain CA. Toward this end, the study

used in-depth observation to analyze an IS developed to

improve a firm's competitive position. Second, the study

investigated the question of how the firm can determine if

the new IS justifies the expenses incurred in its
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development. To answer this, the study examined the

potential measures associated with the strategic issues and

other CA factors and costs involved in the deployment of the

new IS. Further, the study included the perceptions of the

firm's customers after implementation of the new IS. A

major question was whether the improvement in the

competitive position derived from the technology justified

the cost of implementing the new technology. A final

objective was to identify characteristics of the IS

potentially indicative of other systems designed to generate

CA.

Problem

The problem motivating this study was the potential for

misallocation of scarce resources on new technology without

realizing the level of competitive advantage expected.

Companies face complex decisions of how to assess alterna-

tive resource allocations. An inability to differentiate

precise contributions by IT complicates the decision making

process (Parker and Benson 1988). Major new IS projects

require the investment of significant corporate resources.

These resources take many forms, including capital, man-

power, physical facilities, time, and opportunity costs.

These costs compound the hardware and software expenses

usually associated with IS projects. Through some process

of evaluation, the firm chooses to invest its resources in
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an IS project rather than alternative investments or

activities (Porter and Millar 1985).

Firms often develop an IS with the underlying

assumption that the system will prove helpful. That is, the

system will conserve manpower, yield more efficient

operations, etc. (Rockart and Cresenzi 1984). Tradition-

ally, these benefits focused on improvements to internal

organizational factors. However, the expected benefit from

the new system in this study was an improved competitive

position in the firm's industry.

Frequently, systems developed to improve the firms

competitive position focus on improving external factors.

This focus is a different perspective than that of

traditional IS development. More needs to be known about

the theoretical relationship and linkages of the variables

that affect the CA process for a new IS. Identification of

the variables and relationships involved will allow more

accurate identification and evaluation of IS projects for

CA.

Significance

The scope and characteristics of information systems

are changing. Many firms originally used an IS primarily to

automate paperwork and as an aid to first-line operations

personnel (Rockart and Scott Morton 1984). Furthermore, the

IS function frequently functioned as a support service in a
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separate EDP department. As such, it did not influence the

overall strategy of the firm (Porter and Millar 1985).

Beginning with the 1980s there was a shift to include

the use of IT as a factor to improve a company's competitive

position. However, not all firms immediately recognized the

potential strategic benefits available from the use of IT.

In 1983 Parsons reported that one industry executive stated

that strategic use of IT directly contributed to bottom-line

profit margins. Simultaneously, he described another

executive from a major manufacturing firm as stating that

they had a good grasp on their in-house systems and were

only performing maintenance as necessary. These differing

opinions reflected the contrasting perceptions held about

the strategic potential of IT.

American industry faces more competitive forces than

ever before in history. There is a constant push for firms

to become more productive (i.e., more efficient) to meet, or

beat, the competition. More and more frequently, the

competitors are international firms and have different cost

bases. The competitors often operate with enhanced modern

manufacturing and production techniques (Cash and Konsynski

1985). Further, other forces such as inflation, changing

social forces, and the declining value of the US dollar

often amplify the impact of foreign competition (Rockart and

Scott Morton 1984). During the 1980s, one approach for

dealing with competition gained widespread publicity and
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recognition (Parsons 1983; McFarlan 1984). This approach

was the adaptation of IT to improve both competitive

position and competitive advantage.

Moving into the 1990s, more organizations recognized

the potential benefits available from strategic uses of IT.

Increasingly, attention centers on how to identify and

effectively focus uses of technology to make the enterprise

more competitive. Progressive organizations pursue

innovative, new ways to create and maintain a sustainable

advantage over their competition. Electronic partnerships,

shared systems, and other alliances provide new sources of

strategic opportunities (Hopper 1990). However, many

questions concerning these strategic systems remain

systematically unanswered (Reich and Benbasat 1988).

Included in these questions are the common characteristics

and processes that identify why organizations developed

these systems and why they generated competitive advantage.

This research provides answers about how to evaluate

opportunities and characteristics for IT to create

competitive advantages.



CHAPTER 2

PRIOR RESEARCH

The proposed subject for this study is an IS developed

to improve a firm's competitive position in its industry.

An IS with this goal then becomes part of the company's

over-all business strategy for success. Porter (1985)

defines competitive strategy as, "The search for a favorable

competitive position in an industry, the fundamental arena

in which competition occurs." An important element in this

definition is the concept that competitive strategy is

dependent on the arena (i.e. the environment) in which it

occurs. A strategy that is valid in one arena, or industry,

is not necessarily valid or correct in every other

industrial environment.

In the past, traditional views of the IS function

focused on increasing internal efficiency and effectiveness

(Rockart and Scott Morton 1984). However, firms are finding

new and different applications for technology, and ISs in

particular. One of the areas of application for an IS is to

generate competitive advantage. Frequently cited examples

in IS literature include American Hospital Supply (Porter

and Millar 1985; Beath and Ives 1986; Johnson and Vitale

1988), Merrill Lynch (Clemons 1986; Koerner 1990), Foremost

7
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McKesson (Business Week 1981; Clemons and Row 1988),

American Airlines (Wiseman and MacMillan 1984), General

Electric (Cunningham 1985) and others.

Much of the research in the use of IT for CA is either

descriptive or analytical in nature (Ives and Learmonth

1984). Frequently, publications are reorganizations of

previous work supported with anecdotal references to

successful systems. However, the research on competitive

uses of IT shares a common foundation. This foundation is

Michael Porter's theories on competitive strategy (Porter

1979; Porter 1980). Porter (1979) describes the essence of

strategy formulation as dealing with competition. He

further identifies five major competitive forces that act

together to determine the state of competition in an

industry. The level of interaction of these forces

determines the level of industry profitability (Porter

1980). These five competitive forces are:

1) Threat of new competitors entering the
industry

2) Bargaining power of buyers
3) Bargaining power of suppliers
4) Threats of substitute products or

services
5) Level of rivalry between industry

competitors

Porter states that these are the controlling forces on

industry profitability because they determine the level of
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return on investment (ROI). He goes on further to describe

three basic strategies for establishing CA. These three

strategies are:

1) Overall cost leadership
2) Differentiation
3) Focus

The focus of IT changed in the 1980s to include its use

as a component in improving a company's position within its

industry. Companies now investigate the usage of IS for

other than internal benefits. One aspect of the IT change

that enables firms to develop other than internal systems is

the rapid developments in communications technology.

Barrett and Konsynski (1982) reported on a special class of

IS that could not exist without modern communications

technology. This class of IS is called interorganizational

information sharing systems. This definition implies that

an IS shares information across company boundaries for

mutual benefit. Barrett and Konsynski describe three

incentives for firms to participate in these information

sharing systems. These incentives are:

1) Cost reduction
2) Productivity improvements
3) Product/market strategy

All three of these incentives directly relate to the types

of CA defined by Porter (1980). Cost reduction and

productivity improvements are examples of the firm improving

its low-price efficiency. Product/market strategy is an

example of differentiation for CA.
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One significant factor identified by Barrett and

Konsynski is that development of interorganizational

information sharing systems frequently occurs due to the

standardization of data formats, protocols, and procedures.

Often an industry trade association sponsors and/or supports

the creation and maintenance of these standards.

Barrett and Konsynski also identify and describe five

levels of nodes that occur in an interorganizational

information sharing system. The difference in these nodes

is the level of linkage to superior and subordinate nodes in

the system. The remote I/O node is the lowest level node

and does not link to any subordinate nodes. Thus this node

type is directly dependent on each superior node level.

Each node at a superior node level must connect to each node

in the next subordinate level. This increases switching

costs for these nodes. The integrating network node is the

highest level node. As such its position, and the resultant

dependency of each subordinate node, effectively creates a

barrier to competitors.

McFarlan (1984) introduced managers to the concepts

that IT could change the structure of an industry. It was

up to management to determine where to use IT. He proposed

five questions to evaluate an industry for the potential use

of IT. These questions were:
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1) Can IS technology build barriers to the
entry of competitors?

2) Can IS technology build in switching
costs?

3) Can the technology change the basis of
competition?

4) Can IS change the balance of power in
supplier relationships?

5) Can IS technology generate new products?

Supposedly, the answers to these questions would allow

management to assess the impact of technology on the

industry. McFarlan does not address how to identify

applications for use of IT to achieve CA. He does create a

resource priorities allocation matrix for convincing top

management of the necessity of investment in IT. This

matrix shows the requirement for investment in IT even if it

means not adhering to a strict ROI method of evaluation.

Although some in the industry began to recognize that

IT could provide CA, no methodology existed for determining

where a firm should begin assessing opportunities for

strategic applications of IT. Rockart and Scott Morton

(1984) addressed this issue when they introduced the

application of the value-added chain (VAC) concept to the

linkage between IT and organizational strategy. The VAC,

illustrated by an example in Figure 1, describes each of the

phases through which a product travels in an organization.

Rockart and Scott Morton proposed evaluating the potential

for use of IT at each step in the VAC. Using the example of

Foremost McKesson (Business Week 1981; Clemons and Row

1988), they contend that applications of IT at each of the
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individual links in the VAC can identify opportunities to

use IT to support the existing business thrusts of the

organization.

PURCHAS- RECEIV- WARE- DISTRI-
ING ING HOUSING PACKING BUTTON SELLING

Figure 1 - Example of Value Added Chain

Rockart and Scott Morton (1984) further identify the

VAC as a starting point for assessing the potential

strategic uses of IT. However, in this context, the VAC

concept demonstrates a new organizational role for the use

of an IS as a proactive force outside traditional

departmental boundaries. The organization can use IT to

create new business strategies used to impact relations with

suppliers, customers, and to create new methods of doing

business. However, Rockart and Scott Morton do not link the

VAC to specific methods previously identified for gaining CA

(Porter 1980). By testing each link in the VAC for one of

Porter's (1980) three CA strategies, the VAC concept could

be used proactively to identify specific strategic

opportunities for the use of IT to generate CA.

Porter and Millar (1985) expand upon the value chain

approach to evaluating CA. They describe a transformation
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in the methods firms use to view IT. One driving force in

the changing view of IT is the falling cost and increased

capacity of the technology. As a result, companies can

increase the information content of their product. This

increase may take place in any of the stages of the value

chain. For example, many home appliances now have micro-

processors built into the unit to allow functions and

conveniences not previously possible or feasible. Another

example of technology incorporated into a product is the

anti-lock braking devices available on some automobiles.

The heart of this system is a microprocessor that tests and

controls the speed of the wheels while braking (Business

Week 1988). Each of these applications depends upon

improvements in technology cost and capability.

Porter and Millar define three ways in which the

"information revolution" affects competition. These provide

the firm with ways to identify possible applications for IT.

These include:

1) Changes in industry structure that result in
altering the rules of competition

2) Create competitive advantage that allows firms to
outperform their rivals

3) Generate new businesses

One of the techniques described for assessing the role and

importance for using IT in an industry is the "information

intensity matrix". The matrix relates the information

intensity of the value chain to the information content of

the product. Through its use, a firm can assess its usage
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of information technology relative to other competitors in

the same industry. Figure 2 illustrates the positioning of

several industries on the information intensity matrix. One

important point made by the authors is that this matrix

cannot be used to compare firms in different industries.

The reason for this is that different industries fall into

differing positions in the matrix.

Information Content of the Product

(HIGH)

Oil Airlines
refining Banking

Information Newspapers

Content of
the Value
Chain

Cement

(LOW) 
(HIGH)

Figure 2 - Information Intensity Matrix

Two of the forces driving the use of IT in the

organization are the improvement in the cost of the

technology and the intense competition of the business

environment (Benjamin 1984). Several authors present

examples where these forces shaped the way in which

companies began using IT as a strategic weapon (Benjamin

1984; McFarlan 1984; Canning 1980). In each of these

reports, the authors describe the after effects of the use
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of IT on the organization and its competitive environment.

What is missing in the literature on impacts of IT is how to

evaluate the value of the technology to the organization.

A notable exception to earlier analytical and descri-

ptive works on ISs for CA is the research reported by Runge

(1986). The Runge study examined the use of telecommunica-

tions by firms and its impact on their competitive position.

His was a multi-site case study conducted in England.

However, it had many of the characteristics of a field study

(Buckley, Buckley and Chiang 1976). The author's stated

research objective was to " ... identify the structures and

processes that have enabled companies to recognize and

exploit opportunities to use telecom-based information

systems to customers for competitive advantage."

For the case study, Runge interviewed business and

technical managers from 35 firms in Great Britain. The

author interviewed several managers in each firm. The goal

of the multiple interviews was to limit the introduction of

individual bias. The interviews were semi-structured. Each

subject had freedom of expression to bring in new aspects of

their situation. As Runge progressed, he modified the

interview structure to accommodate changes in the original

perception of the research question. This matches the

suggestions made by Yin (1984) for conducting case research.

There are many success stories that show the potential

benefits available from the use of IT. These examples occur
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in a wide range of industries and illustrates many different

applications of IT. However, they are examples of what was

done. What is almost uniformly missing from the literature

are answers to the questions of how were these systems

developed. The available literature does not address

questions such as how does the manager or executive

determine that a system will generate competitive advantage

or if the system will be cost effective. For example, this

type of question might ask what criteria did Merrill Lynch

use to identify the probability of success of its Cash

Management Account.



CHAPTER 3

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

This section provides the theoretical basis for the

proposed research. It has three sections. The first

section reviews past IS research frameworks. Each of these

frameworks provided a definition of the scope of research in

IS. The second section includes several models for

identifying uses of information technology to provide

competitive advantage. The third section provides a

framework for research on information systems and

information technology used to generate competitive

advantage.

IS Research Frameworks

Gorry and Scott Morton (1971) identified the need for a

framework for MIS to control the development of systems

within an organization. The framework they provided showed

a view of management activities supported by the IS

function. They stated that support of management decision

activities is the only reason for an IS to exist. The

authors present their framework in the form of a grid. The

authors use this framework to classify an IS according to

the type of managerial activity and the degree of structure

17
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intrinsic to the decision supported by the IS. A limiting

factor of the framework was that it was limited to an IS

used to support managerial decision processes. It did not

incorporate the idea of using an IS to influence customer

attitudes and behaviors.

Chervany, Dickson, and Kozar (1971) produced another

decision making framework. The principal independent

variables in their framework. were the characteristics of the

decision maker, the characteristics of the decision environ-

ment, and the characteristics of the IS. The dependent

variable was differing measures of decision effectiveness.

Following the prevalent philosophy of that time, the

Chervany, Dickson, and Kozar framework also focused on the

use of an IS to support a decision maker. Precluded was the

use of an IS as a means or method to influence factors

external to the organization, or even the decision maker.

For example, product differentiation might be included as a

competitive factor. Their framework supports the use of the

IS to provide input to the decision maker about product

differentiation, but not the use of the IS as the means to

create differentiation.

The framework proposed by Lucas (1973) was a model of

an IS in an organization. His framework included 10 classes

of variables. Additionally, it provided propositions

concerning the relationships between the classes of
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variables. The 10 classes of variables included in his

framework are:

1) IS department policies 5) System quality
and attitudes 6) Use of a system

2) Management actions 7) User analysis and action
3) User involvement with 8) Situational and personal

IS activities variables
4) User attitudes of ISs 9) Decision style

and IS staff 10) Performance

The Lucas framework introduced the design policies and

operations attitudes of the IS department as a variable

influencing the success of an IS. However, his framework

retains as its underlying premise the support of user

decision making.

Mason and Mitroff (1973) proposed yet another framework

defining the variables for IS research. The variables

included in the Mason and Mitroff framework were:

1) a PERSON with a certain,
2) PSYCHOLOGICAL TYPE facing a,
3) PROBLEM within some,
4) ORGANIZATIONAL CONTEXT, which requires
5) EVIDENCE made available through some,
6) MODE OF PRESENTATION.

The internal focus of the Mason and Mitroff framework

is a significant limitation to its use as a framework for

research on the external effects of an IS, specifically CA.

The organizational context variable is the only variable not

directly focused on the person using the IS. Mason and

Mitroff further limit the external perspective of their

framework by limiting the scope of the organizational
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context to the influence of organizational structure on the

design of the MIS.

Nolan and Wetherbe (1980) introduced several new

factors in their framework for IS research. Based on

principles taken from general systems theory, the Nolan and

Wetherbe framework introduced the concept of an MIS as an

open system. They defined an open system as a system that

interacts with its environment. Another concept taken from

general systems theory is the concept of feedback. Feedback

deals with issues of systems efficiency (internal) and

effectiveness (external).

The Nolan and Wetherbe framework still limits the scope

of the MIS to the organization. There are no system

components that are external to the organization.

Consequently, the model does not allow for feedback on the

effectiveness of a system that interacts with entities

external to the organization.

Ives, Hamilton and Davis (1980) provide an alternative

framework for describing the relevant factors for IS

research. Their model consists of nine major areas. These

areas are:

1) user environment 5) external environment
2) IS development 6) IS processes

environment a) the use process
3) IS subsystem b) the development process
4) organizational c) the operation process

environment 7) IS operations environment
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A key addition in the Ives, Hamilton, and Davis framework is

the introduction of the external environment. Although the

Nolan and Wetherbe (1980) framework introduced the concept

of environment, they limited the environment to the

organization. However, the Ives, Hamilton, and Davis

framework does incorporate the concept of factors external

to the organization that effect the development of an IS

within the organization.

Models of Competitive Uses of IS

Wiseman and MacMillan (1984) addressed the question of

how to link Porter's (1980) strategies for CA with the

characteristics of an IS. They produced an options

generator, reproduced in Figure 3, for use in identifying

opportunities for using an IS to generate CA. The options

generator consists of a set of questions mapped onto a grid

of major options. Both axes of the options grid derive from

Porter's (1980) model of competitive forces within an

industry and the strategies for achieving CA. The target

axis determines if the object of the new IS is to be a

customer, supplier, or other industry competitors. The

thrust axis of the grid shows if the strategic thrust is to

be differentiation, cost efficiency, or innovation

(product/market strategy, niche). This grid creates nine,

non-overlapping options for evaluation. However, the
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authors point out that a strategic IS (SIS) can satisfy more

than one target and more than one thrust simultaneously.

TARGET AXIS

SUPPLIERS CUSTOMERS COMPETITORS

DIFFERENTIATION

T
H A COST PRX
UI
SS

INNOVATION

O/D - Offensive or Defensive mode
U/P - Usage or Provision direction of thrust
P/SIT - Processing, Storage, or Transmission skills

Figure 3 - Strategic Options Grid

Wiseman and MacMillan further state that the options

generator provides more than 100 possible alternatives for

SIS. The authors map the answers to three questions onto

each square of the options grid to gain further options.

These questions and their alternative answers are:

1) What mode is to be used?
Offensive or Defensive

2) What direction of thrust is to be used?
Usage or Provision

3) What information skills are to be used?
Processing, Storage, or Transmission
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Mapping the alternatives to each question onto the options

grid yields 108 possible alternatives for an SIS.

The options generator provides a systematic method for

evaluating possible strategic uses of IT. However, it does

not provide any help to the firm in evaluating these

alternative opportunities. Further, the options generator

does not incorporate any technique, such as the value chain

concept, so that the firm considers the potential uses of IT

in all phases of the firm's operations. The options

generator concentrates on external applications (i.e.

suppliers, customer, and competition) of IT and does not

include possible internal uses of IT.

One of the first framework models describing an IS used

for CA was the Customer's Resource Life Cycle (CRLC) model

proposed by Ives and Learmonth (1984). In developing this

model, the authors examined several of the then-current

models on strategic planning and planning models for

information system technology (IST). The authors started

with Porter's (1980) five factor model representing the

major forces of competitive strategy. They further surveyed

several other models of strategic planning for their

contributions. These models included the strategic grid

model (McFarlan and McKinney 1983), the model of value-

adding application of IST (McLaughlin Howe and Cash 1983),

Parsons' (1983) three levels of strategic implications of
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IST, and the classifications of interorganizational data

sharing by Barrett and Konsynski (1982).

Ives and Learmonth dismiss these early IST and

strategic planning models as "generally descriptive in

nature" (1984 p. 1196). They then begin to synthesize the

CRLC using Porter's three primary strategies for CA as a

basis. They describe these three strategies as low price

efficiency, differentiation, and special market niche.

Using the I:BM Business Systems Plan (BSP) (1984), Ives and

Learmonth divide the life cycle for products and supporting

resources into four stages. These are requirements,

acquisition, stewardship, and retirement. They use these

four stages to classify the 11-stage resource life cycle

model proposed by Burnstine (1980). After adding two stages

not included in Burnstine's original model, the final CRLC

model has 13 stages mapped onto the four BSP stages.

As an analytical framework, the CRLC provides an

initial starting point for the study of IS developed to

yield CA. Unlike previous frameworks, the CRLC focuses on

the usage of IS to gain CA. The prior frameworks viewed IST

in the context of generalized strategic planning. However,

the CRLC concentrates on the external functional definition

of systems. It tells which activities systems are to

perform. It does not tell how to identify which of those

activities will benefit the organization. It does not

describe the processes required to distinguish which of
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these activities will yield any CA for the organization.

Further, as a research framework, it does not identify the

variables that are important for future study. What it does

do well is convey descriptions of existing systems that

support the stages of the CRLC.

Rackoff, Wiseman, and Ullrich (1985) produce an

enhanced model of strategic thrusts for identifying possible

SISs. The enhanced model represents an extension of the

options generator created by Wiseman and MacMillan (1984).

Figure 4 shows a representation of the classifications used

in the proposed model. The authors state that the purpose

of this extended framework is to define a theory of

strategic thrusts for identifying SIS applications.

Rackoff, Wiseman, and Ullrich (1985) add the factors of

growth and alliance to the strategic thrust axis of the

options generator grid (Wiseman and MacMillan 1984). Adding

growth and alliance to the original alternatives proposed in

the options generator grid increases the number of

alternatives to 15. The growth factor represents

opportunities for CA through geographical expansion,

diversification, or integration of products. The authors do

not explain the relationship between the growth factor and

the potential uses of IT. The alliance factor refers to

joint ventures or acquisitions. The inclusion of alliance

supports the concept of interorganizational data sharing

proposed by Barrett and Konsynski (1982).
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TARGET AXIS

SUPPLIERS CUSTOMERS COMPETITORS

DIFFERENTIATION

COST

INNOVATION

GROWTH

ALLIANCE

Figure 4

O/D - Offensive or Defensive mode
U/P - Usage or Provision direction of thrust
P/SIT - Processing, Storage, or Transmission

- Enhanced Model of Strategic Thrusts

Along with the enhanced model of strategic systems, the

authors provide a 7-step procedure for evaluating and

selecting a set of projects using the SIS framework

asimplemented by GTE. These are:

1) Present tutorial on competitive strategy
and SIS

2) Apply SIS concepts to actual cases
3) Review company's competitive position
4) Brainstorm for SIS opportunities
5) Discuss SIS opportunities
6) Evaluate SIS opportunities
7) Detail SIS Blockbusters

The goal of the procedure is to identify those SIS projects

with the greatest potential for strategic impact. Step 6,
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evaluate SIS opportunities, directly relates to the goals of

this study. The technique the authors propose for

evaluation is a subjective rating system. The methodology

for the rating system consists of assigning a rating to each

proposed alternative SIS by degree of CA, cost to develop

and install, feasibility, and risk. However, the authors do

not provide any definition or insight as to how to perform

these ratings. Further, as in the options generator

(Wiseman and MacMillan 1984), the procedure still does not

incorporate the value chain concept to include analysis at

each link of the VAC.

Bakos and Treacy (1986) combined several classes of

competitive forces into four areas of opportunity for IT.

The classes are improvement of operational efficiency and

function, exploitation of interorganizational synergies,

product innovation through IT, and acquisition of bargaining

advantage over customers and suppliers. The authors propose

a framework for IT by reducing the factors to just

improvements in competitive efficiency and improving

bargaining power. Figure 5 shows the causal model for CA

proposed by :Bakos and Treacy.

Bakos and Treacy recognized the limitations of much of

the IT literature relative to its strategic uses. They

stated that many frameworks and descriptions existed, but

that they lacked work based on, or generating, relevant

theory. The purpose of their research was to provide a
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"normative model" for studying IT and its impact on

corporate strategy. In other words, they produced another

framework.

Search-Related
Costs

Unique Product Bargaining
Features Power

Switching
Costs Competitive

Advantage

Internal
Efficiency

Comparative

Interorganization Efficiency

Efficiency

Figure 5 - I3akos-Treacy Causal Model for Competitive
Advantage

The Bakos and Treacy framework distills the previous

research and frameworks in IT to arrive at three major

strategic views. These strategic views are the internal,

the competitive, and the business portfolio views. The

internal view deals with those factors that try to improve

the internal efficiency of the organization. The
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competitive view treats those aspects of IT that reflect

efforts external to the organization. The business

portfolio view includes the perspective of "an outsider

investigating whether to enter an industry." The approach

taken with the external view and how it relates to CA is of

primary interest to this research.

For the framework on CA, Bakos and Treacy combine the

value-added chain analysis proposed by Rockart and Scott

Morton (1984) with the framework for competitive strategy

created by Porter (1980). The authors derive four areas in

which to use IT as a positive factor in designing competi-

tive strategy. The factors are: (1) improvement of internal

efficiency which thereby lowers costs to the customer, (2)

building upon interorganizational relationships, (3)

creation of new products or identification of new product

markets, and (4) establishing bargaining advantage over

customer and suppliers.

The framework proposed by Bakos and Treacy is actually

three frameworks. One framework exists for each of the

three perspectives of IT that the authors' define. The

framework for the external view perspective pertains to

changes in CA. The authors' state that the difference

between their frameworks and other earlier frameworks is the

incorporation of theory from other related disciplines.

This was the authors' stated purpose in developing the

frameworks. The problem with their CA framework model is
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that it does not draw on any new theory from related

disciplines. It does not include any new factors not found

in the CRLC model proposed by Ives and Learmonth (1984). It

just rearranges and summarizes from another perspective.

The other two frameworks, those for the internal and

business portfolio views, do make more use of theory from

related disciplines.

Reich and Benbasat (1988) extended the work of Runge

(1986) in their multiple-site case study of firms that

developed Customer-Oriented Strategic Systems (COSS). In

this study the authors investigated eleven systems in nine

companies to determine the relevant enabling factors leading

to the development of a COSS. For each system, the authors

interviewed multiple people in order to have responses from

policy makers in both the product-related and IS areas. The

study found several factors which enabled companies to be

first-movers in building and implementing a COSS. Included

in these factors were a product champion of the COSS,

support of the Chief Executive Officer, and a drive to be

number one in all parts of the firm's business. In 75% of

the firms in the sample, the firm built the COSS on the

framework of an existing system. The study also found that

70% of the IS departments represented were very proactive

with their use of IT. Among the participating companies,

the study found that there was a high level of rivalry among

existing competitors in their industry and that the
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customers of that industry possessed strong bargaining power

with suppliers. Finally, 60% of the companies reported that

they avoided IS planning guidelines in order to save time in

the development process.

AFramework for Competitive Advantage Applications of IS

This research proposes an integrative framework

incorporating factors from previous IS research frameworks,

models for identifying applications for competitive uses of

IT, and from definitions of CA and competitive strategy

forces. It begins with the Mason and Mitroff framework as a

starting point. Figure 6 provides an overview of the CA

applications (CAA) research framework.

Research on CA requires modifying the historical focus

of IS research to include externally oriented factors. An

examination of existing IS research frameworks reveals a

common characteristic. They focus on factors internal to

the organization. Even the Ives, Hamilton, and Davis

framework (1980) which included an external environment

variable, only examined the effects of the external

environment on the organization. Rockart and Scott Morton

(1984) also recognized the increasing significance of

external factors in assessing the impact of technology on

the organization. They proposed a conceptual model of the

factors involved in technology impact. In this model they

surrounded the organizational factors with a "permeable
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membrane." The membrane served to represent the interface

between the organizational factors in the model and an

external environment of technological and socio-economic

factors.

The Mason and Mitroff framework (1973) defines specific

factors involved with an IS and an individual solving a

problem. An organization evaluating potential applications

for CA is analogous to the individual problem solver of the

Mason and Mitroff framework. However, in the study of uses

of IT for competitive advantage the problem orientation

shifts from the individual decision maker to the organiza-

tion. In the CAA framework, the problem described by Mason

and Mitroff becomes an organization's search for CA

applications of IT.

In the Mason and Mitroff framework the decision maker

was described as a person with a certain psychological type.

The CAA framework replaces the person with a firm, or

organization. Characteristics describing the firm include

the firm's value chain (Rockart and Scott Morton 1984), the

IS environment within the firm (Ives, Hamilton and Davis

1980), communications with suppliers and customers (Barrett

and Konsynski 1982), the product or service of the firm

(Porter and Millar 1985), and the strategic plans of the

firm (Parsons 1983) .

The Mason and Mitroff framework did not limit the type

of problems faced by the decision maker. The proposed CAA
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framework redefines the problem as the evaluation and

creation of CA through information technology.

Within the broad problem category of creating CA,

several authors provide alternative strategies for creating

CA. Porter (1980) identifies cost leadership, differentia-

tion, and focus as three strategies for establishing CA.

The enhanced model of strategic thrusts (Rackoff Wiseman and

Ullrich 1985) adds growth and alliance as two other

strategies used to create CA.

The Bakos-Treacy model (1986) further subdivides

establishing cost leadership as a strategy for creating

competitive advantage. They identify four strategies for

creating CA through cost leadership. These are creating

search related costs, switching costs, internal

efficiencies, and interorganizational efficiencies.

Industry structure defines the arena in which the

organization must function. Porter (1980) defines five

factors that define the structure of competition within each

industry. Each organization must evaluate these factors in

order to be aware of the competitive forces within its

industry.

In the Mason and Mitroff framework, the decision maker

needed evidence to solve the problem. The CAA framework

represents the organizational evidence as the estimated

value of the CA generated by the IS. There are two

components to the value of CA generated by the IS. The
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first component is the organization's perceived value of the

CA derived from the IS. In the Customer Resource Life Cycle

model, Ives and Learmonth (1984) stated that the perspective

of the customer is a factor in the value of an IS. This is

in addition to the organization's perceived value of the IS.

A frequent topic for IS research is the mode of

presenting the evidence to the person making the decision as

described in the Mason and Mitroff framework. The CAA

framework, instead of including how to present the evidence,

includes how to evaluate the evidence. Traditional IS

projects used traditional accounting techniques to justify

the projects. The CAA framework includes the method of

evaluation as a variable in order to determine if these

techniques are appropriate for this class of application.

Study Propositions

The study's research objectives provided the basis for

several research questions. The first objective was to

generate a detailed description of the development processes

associated with developing an IS to gain competitive

advantage. The description would explore the character-

istics of the organization and its industry as described by

the CAA framework. Included in these characteristics were

the IS environment, the organizational structure and

environment, and the processes used in IS planning and
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evaluation. To explore these factors, the study used the

following initial questions.

1) How did the firm decide to create the IS?
2) Why was this system chosen instead of some

other system?
3) How did the firm determine that this would be a

cost effective use of IT?
4) How did the firm determine that this system

would yield sustainable CA?
5) How did the organization of the firm support

the decision to create and implement the IS?

The second objective examined how to determine if the

new IS justifies the expense incurred in its development.

Inherent in this objective are the methods for valuing the

cost of the new IS and the valuation of the CA generated by

it. Conventional strategic planning methods dictate that

the standard metric for measuring the success of strategic

planning is return on investment (ROI). However, as CA is

only one aspect of strategic planning, it does not automati-

cally infer that ROI is the proper metric for measuring CA.

The CAA framework describes multiple perspectives on

the methods for evaluating CA and the resultant CA value.

An evaluation of CA must look at intangible benefits as well

as tangible costs and benefits. Further, the company and

its customers may have different views on the value of the

CA generated by the IS. These differing perspectives
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produced the following study questions to investigate these

areas.

1) How did the firm measure the cost to develop
the IS?

2) How does the firm measure the benefit of the IS
to the firm and to the firm's customers?

The final objective for this study is the identi-

fication of characteristics of the IS that may be indicative

of an IS used for CA in other industries. These character-

istics might be in any of the areas of the CAA framework. A

final study question examines these critical factors.

1) What factors were required to make the IS a viable
system?

The objective of this study was to explore the decision

processes, potential measures, strategic issues, costs

versus benefits, and other factors involved in the

deployment of the new IS. This resulted in this research

being an exploratory case study instead of a descriptive or

explanatory one (Yin 1984). The subject of the investiga-

tion is the study proposition for an exploratory case study.

For this study the processes and factors involved in the

development and implementation of the IS were the study

propositions.
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METHODOLOGY

This study was a single-site case study. As such, it

examined the factors related to the selection, design,

development, implementation, use, and effects of an IS

intended to generate competitive advantage. The study

examined all these factors within the organizational and

industrial contexts of the subject firm. The study used

multiple data sources. These data sources included

interviews, sales data, archival financial records, systems

documentation, records of meetings, and inter- and intra-

firm communications concerning the anticipated and actual

benefits of the IS.

Definition of Terms

The description of the IS studied in this research

contains many terms common to the host firm's industry. The

company that developed the IS studied in this case is a

major apparel manufacturer. As such, many of terms used in

this report are specific to the apparel industry. This

section provides definition of several apparel industry

specific terms as well as terms that are specific to the

type of IS investigated in this research

38
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Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) is the foundation on

which the IS was built. EDI is more than just electronic

communications between entities or organizations. Sokol

(1989) defines EDI as "the inter-company computer-to-

computer communication of standard business transactions in

a standard format that permits the receiver to perform the

intended transactions." The emphasis in this definition is

on the inter-company communication of standard business

transactions. EDI does not imply that the communications be

through direct computer-to-computer linkages. The IS for

this study uses primarily third party networks for the

linkages. The standards for business transactions are

discussed in following paragraphs.

The IS for this study is one part of the host company's

overall Quick Response (QR) effort. QR is the apparel

industry's version of just-in-time inventory control. Its

scope spans the entire range of supplier-customer relation-

ships from the textile mill to the retailer. QR technology

seeks to reduce the total time from commitment to purchase

raw materials to delivery of finished product to the

retailer. The objective of QR is to provide more timely

response through improved communications. The IS for this

study is the linkage between the apparel manufacturer and

the retail organization.

One component critical to the success of the IS in this

study is the collection of sales data. In order to resupply
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the retailer with the proper items, the system requires

sales data at the style-color-size level. The industry term

for this level of data is Stock Keeping Unit (SKU).

Frequently, before the use of computers, retailers only kept

sales data at the style level (VP for Operations 1989a).

This precluded the precise resupply of merchandise sold.

The use of SKU-level data supplies the retailer with exact

sales of each product by size and color. With this data, it

is possible to reorder the exact product sold.

The previous definition for EDI (Sokol 1989) specified

communication of standard business transactions in a

standard format. As subsequently related, the company in

this study quickly determined that individual formats for

data transmission yielded an impractical number of

combinations. Two specific organizations addressed this

problem. The first was the Textile and Apparel Linkage

Council (TALC). TALC developed the standards for EDI and

Quick Response communications between textile firms and the

apparel manufacturers. The Voluntary Interindustry

Communications Standards (VICS) organization developed

similar standards for communications between the

manufacturers and the retail organizations.

Research Design

Porter (1985) defines competitive strategy as, "The

search for a favorable competitive position in an industry,
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the fundamental arena in which competition occurs." Industry

and organizational factors effect any IS operating in an

arena external to the organization. One of the advantages

of the case study research methodology is the opportunity to

observe and study a phenomenon within its contextual

situation. Prior IS research frequently lacked this

contextual dimension. Benbasat, Goldstein, and Mead (1987)

recommend the use of the case study methodology for IS

research to capture the context as an important aspect of IS

research.

Yin (1984) defines a case study to be a research

technique that:

1) Investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its
real-life context;

2) Utilizes multiple sources of evidence;
3) Is appropriate for use when the boundaries between

the phenomenon and context are not clearly
evident.

The case study research methodology is not the same as

a teaching case, nor is it to be confused with the one-shot

post-test quasi-experimental research design. Cook and

Campbell (1979) emphasized this when they stated,

Certainly the case study as normally practiced
should not be demeaned by identification with the
one-shot post-test-only design.

The authors are explaining that the case research design is

not an experimental design. There is no experiment.

Therefore, the case research methodology is not subject to
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the same requirements as other experimental or quasi-

experimental designs.

Benbasat, Goldstein, and Mead (1987) describe the

appropriate setting for case research as those problems

where research and theory are in the early, formative stages

and where the experiences of the participants, and their

actions, is critical. Further, they recommend the use of

the case study methodology for IS research in order to

capture the context as an important aspect of IS research.

All of these conditions apply to the study of an IS

developed to produce CA. Therefore, the case research

strategy is appropriate to this study because of the need to

observe the IS within its environment.

As a separate research strategy, the conduct of case

research has its own separate research design and

procedures. Yin (1984) defines a five component research

design for the conduct of a case study. The five components

are:

1) the study's questions;
2) the propositions (generated from CAA framework);
3) the unit of analysis;
4) the logic linking the data to the propositions;
5) the criteria for interpreting the data.

To strengthen the research design, the first step in

defining the study's questions is to make a clear statement

of the problem (Benbasat, Goldstein, and Mead 1987).

Without a definitive statement of the problem, the scope of

the study becomes vague and the objectives are not clearly
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understood. Further, a clear problem statement shows how

the study fits into the knowledge building process.

Subjects

The study focuses on a single firm and a single IS.

This defines the unit of analysis for the research. The

study gathers data from multiple sources to provide an in-

depth investigation into the development and implementation

of the IS. The study begins with the initial proposal for

the IS and continues through the implementation at multiple

locations.

Interview subjects come from three groups. The first

group is company managers directly involved in the

development of the IS from its initial conception until the

time of the study. The second group is company executives

involved in planning and evaluating corporate strategy. The

final group of interview subjects is customers of the firm.

Each of these customers is a user of the IS under study.

Data Collection

The first phase in data collection was a series of

unstructured interviews with company managers and executives

involved with the IS. Included were interviews with the VP

for Systems, the senior IS personnel working on the IS under

study, the Senior VP for Operations, the National Sales

Manager, the executive in charge of customer response

systems, and IS staff involved with the development and
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installation of the IS at customer sites. Each of these was

an unstructured interview designed to generate a chronology

of systems evaluation and development, including a

definition of system capabilities. They provided the basis

for the development of semi-structured interviews during

phase two of data collection.

Collection of sales records was a second part of phase

one data collection. This data included unit sales data

from individual customers. Each set of data was from a

single customer. The data were for the same item

classification and from the same time interval for two

succeeding calendar years. However, data for the second

year was after the introduction of the new IS. Additional

industry sales data pertaining to the firm's market share

was collected where permitted and not in violation of

proprietary restrictions.

In phase two, each of the interview subjects from phase

one was interviewed again. Before the interview, each

subject was provided a copy of the narrative description

developed after the phase one interviews. The first part of

the second interview was a critique of the narrative for

accuracy, clarity, and omissions. The second part of the

interview consisted of questions designed to provide answers

to the issues raised in the study propositions section of

this research proposal. (See Appendix A for the questions

used in these semi-structured interviews.) Specifically,
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these questions identified the process by which the firm

identified the application for the IS, if or how the firm

evaluated the anticipated benefits of the IS prior to

development, and how the IS fits into the firm's strategic

plans.

In addition to the managers and executives of the firm,

interviews during phase two included two retail customers

using the IS. These interviews were to determine how the

customers perceive the IS and whether they actually perceive

any benefits from using the IS. The two retail organizations

represented over 275 department and clothing stores in

sixteen states. (See Appendix B for the questions used in

the semi-structured interviews with retailer customers of

The Company.)

Data Analysis

Initial data analysis began at the end of phase one

data collection. The interview data collected in phase one

provided the basis for a narrative description of the host

firm, the IS, and an analysis of the benefits derived from

the IS to the firm and to the firm's customers. The

narrative description provided the basis for developing

semi-structured interview questions used in phase two data

collection.

The final analysis for the research consisted of

several parts. First, there was a comprehensive description
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of the processes involved in the development of the new IS.

The description was based primarily on the interviews with

the firm's representatives.

Second, there was an analysis of the competitive

advantage derived by the firm. This was based on the

interviews with the firm and with the firm's customers and

on the sales data collected from participating stores. This

analysis looked at the methods used by the firm and its

customers to measure benefits and compare them with

traditional cost justification methodologies (ROI,etc.) used

for IS projects.

Pattern matching (Campbell 1975) was used to compare

the description of the IS with the CAA framework. The

pattern matching technique relates the data collected in the

investigation to one or more theoretical propositions. The

objective of this pattern matching was to determine if the

CAA framework adequately describes the process and if there

are missing factors not included in the framework.

Finally, the methods suggested by Lee (1989) were used

to examine each of the study propositions to determine which

are supported by the facts of this case study.

Limitations and Key Assumptions

This investigation used a single information system

within a single firm as its unit of investigation. This

makes this investigation a single case design. Single case
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research, such as this study, is often criticized as open to

bias and not suitable for generalization. Yin (1984) stated

that bias can exist in any research design, including

experimental designs. He recommended a strong case study

research methodology to prevent bias during all phases of

the study. Another technique for eliminating bias in case

research is the use of congruence (George and McKeown 1985),

or pattern matching (Campbell 1975). These techniques match

the data collected during the study to existing theoretical

propositions. A third method for eliminating bias is

through triangulation (Bonoma 1985). Triangulation uses

multiple sources of data to eliminate individual biases.

Further, triangulation allows the combination of qualitative

and quantitative data during the analysis stage of the

study.

Generalization deals with whether the results of the

case study may be extended, or generalized, to other

subjects. Yin (1984) addressed the question of generali-

zation when he stated,

case studies, like experiments, are generalizable
to theoretical propositions and not to populations
or universes. In this sense the case study, like
the experiment, does not represent a 'sample,' and
the investigator's goal is to expand and
generalize theories (analytic generalization) and
not to enumerate frequencies (statistical
generalization).



CHAPTER 5

DATA ANALYSIS

This chapter relates the analytic procedures and

processes used to examine the data collected during this

study. The analysis employed multiple techniques to

increase the validity of the study's results. The use of

multiple analytical techniques served to reduce the level of

bias in interpreting the data. Further, the combination of

multiple techniques lends greater support to the study's

conclusions (Benbasat, Goldstein, and Mead 1987). The

techniques used in this study include development of a case

description (Yin 1984), triangulation (Bonoma 1985), and

pattern matching (Campbell 1975) and congruence checking

(George and McKeown 1985).

Triangulation

Case research relies heavily on the interpretation of

management's perceptions of the events studied and the

researcher's interpretations of these perceptions. An

important tool in case research analysis is triangulation.

Triangulation involves the use of multiple data sources,

some of which may be quantitative. These multiple data

sources provide a fuller picture of the question under

48
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study. The objective of triangulation is to identify

important occurrences in the case while eliminating observer

and participant perceptual biases (Bonoma 1985). Throughout

the analysis of the data collected, this study made

extensive use of triangulation.

Did the EDI/QR System Generate A Competitive Advantage?

A critical foundation question to answer in this study

was whether or not the EDI/QR system actually generated a

competitive advantage for The Company. With the many

different factors effecting sales volumes, merely comparing

sales from one year to the next wouldn't be sufficient.

Factors such as style trends, advertising, or pricing could

significantly alter overall sales volume from one year to

another. Coupled with these factors, not all items in The

Company's inventory were available for replenishment through

the EDI/QR system. The question required other sources of

information to verify competitive advantage.

The VP National Sales Manager identified three primary

objectives necessary for the company to generate a

competitive advantage through the EDI/QR system. The three

objectives were to improve customer service, to increase

sales, and to increase the ROI for retail customers. The

Company believed that these objectives would differentiate

them from the competition and provide a competitive

advantage.
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Both retailers interviewed for this study related that

The Company provided a higher level of customer service than

did their competitors. Specifically, the EDI/QR system

improved replenishment and distribution over the non-EDI

competition. The improved replenishment procedures allowed

the retailers to adjust their inventories rapidly to meet

changing patterns of consumer demand (Retailer-B 1989).

Increases in sales required careful examination to

exclude possible confounding effects. To permit valid

comparisons, retailers and The Company collected sales data

for the same item, from the same store, and for the same

period in two succeeding years. The first data collection

period was before the introduction of the EDI/QR system. The

second collection period followed the introduction of the

system. Figure 7 represents sales data for multiple items

at multiple stores collected under these conditions.

Even the sample with no change in unit sales yielded an

increase in ROI since the retailer achieved that INCREASE

with a 10% reduction in inventory.

Figure 7 does not consider promotional selling prices

that could effect sales volume. However, a more detailed

sales history from one store showed a year-to-year

comparison further classified by selling price. Figure 8

shows an increase in unit sales at the full regular price

from 1,854 units to 5,897 units. Regular-priced sales also



Unit Sales
This Year

7,589
2,860
4,661

963
4,093

10, 936
4,125
4,869
9, 165

Retailer

Stock
Turns

2.0
1.7
2.5
1.7
4.9
1.9
2.25
2.4
1.06

Unit Sales Comparison

Unit Sales Stock
Last Year Turns

6,100 1.8
1,801 1.4
4,001 2.1

615 1.4
2,873 3.4

10,200 1.87
3,100 1.25
3,229 2.0
9,153 0.95

% Change
in Sales

+24.0%
+37.0%
+14.0%
+36.0%
+42.0%
+ 7.0%
+36.0%
+50.0%
+ 0.0%

Figure 7 Unit Sales Comparison Before and After
Implementation of EDI/QR System

exceeded the retailer's own projections by over 1,000 units,

a 20% increase. The retailer submitting these figures

identified several factors possibly contributing to the

increase in sales. Included in these factors was an

"overall improved partnership" with The Company.

Retailer Unit Sales Comparison by Price

Selling Unit Sales Projected % Change
Price This Year Sales

Regular
Price 5,897 4,875 21.0%

Promo
Price 1 3,365 1,875 79.5%

Promo
Price 2 891 750 18.8%

Total 10,153 7,500 35.4%
Figure 8 Unit Sales Comparison By Price Before and After

Implementation of EDI/QR System
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A significant sign of competitive advantage is the
capture of sales and market share from the competition.
Retailer-A (1989) substantiated an increased market share
when he reported that The Company now had more "real estate"
in their stores than any other vendor in men's wear. As
reported earlier, the change in sales in the period 1980 to
1984, ranged from flat to a 6% decrease. The VP National
Sales Manager reported increased sales after the
introduction of the EDI/QR system. For the period 1987 to
1990 sales increased more than 10% annually (1990).
Finally, the Senior VP for Operations for The Company
described customers' reactions to the advantages generated
by the EDI/QR system when he stated,

People would come to us and say that they were
thinking of giving us some programs that they had
previously given to other suppliers because we
were more accurate in the way we filled orders,
that we were more timely on delivery. They would
like to give us more business because of some of
the things that we were doing to support them
(1989b).

Support by Top Management

One of the objectives of this case study was to

identify characteristics of the IS potentially indicative of

other systems designed to generate CA. Reich and Benbasat

(1988) identified support of the Chief Executive Officer as

one of the enabling factors in the development of customer-

oriented strategic systems (COSS). The research in this

study examined the role of the CEO as a method to confirm

the results of Reich and Benbasat.

Beginning with the pilot automatic reorder system, the

CEO of The Company demonstrated support for the EDI/QR

concept. The VP for Systems (1989c) described how the CEO

approved the EDI/QR system.
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We estimate it will take three months to do it and
the resources that it will require on our computer
will not be significant. That was about the level
of analysis before we got the approval to do
it...I had written a two page proposal for this
basic reorder system and we discussed it with the
regional managers. They liked it. We took it to
[the CEO] and explained and he said go with it.
Gave the approval to spend the time and proceed
with the development.

The method by which the CEO approved projects was

another contributing factor to the success of the EDI/QR

system. The Senior VP for Operations (1989a) described the

process for approval of projects

that's one of the beauties of working for a
privately held company. I've been in both
environments and I've worked through reams of
specifications and net cash values and payback
analysis and return on assets employed and all of
that and 6 months of committee review to get a
$100,000 approved. I had the responsibility of
taking the issues to [the CEO] for buying the
equipment and for promoting the EDI/QR system.
Sit over lunch and say it's going to cost us a
million dollars to do this and that or whatever
and if he was convinced he would approve it. He
might need some additional detail, but for the
most part if he trusts the people that work for
him, and he's convinced that their convinced that
this is the right way to go.... But it doesn't
take a lot of time. We can make very quick
decisions in many respects. And it did allow us
to get started...

The quick approval process allowed The Company to

proactively adopt and develop the EDI technology. Quick

development enhanced The Company's reputation for customer

service and its position as a leader in EDI/QR system

technology (Retailer-A 1989).
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Another example of the support shown by the CEO was in

communicating with the CEO's of customer organizations. A

major advantage of the EDI/QR system was its ability to

improve retailer ROI. However, buyers with the retail

organizations focused on price point as the main determinant

between comparable products. Other manufacturers with lower

labor costs could produce a comparable product at a lower

price. For The Company to generate sales in this

environment, the retail organizations needed to recognize

that The Company could improve ROI without having the lowest

price. The CEO went to customer CEO's and convinced them of

this advantage. The VP for Systems (1989a) described a

visit between the CEO of The Company and the CEO of a major

mass merchandising organization who was not then a customer

of The Company,

...the turning point, I guess, was [the CEO]
talking to [the retailer CEO] and telling him
about the EDI/QR system and how we could work
performing with that. The first entry into [the
retailer] was when [their CEO] overruled the
buyers and general merchandise managers and said
buy that and let's see if they can do what they
say they can do.

Another retailer (1989b) described a meeting between

his CEO and the CEO of The Company. The Company CEO made a

direct presentation to the retailer executive about the

benefits of EDI/QR and its impact on ROI. After the

presentation, the retailer CEO directed his organization to

begin participating in the EDI/QR program with The Company.
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Each executive interviewed during the study confirmed

the role of the CEO as critical to the success of the entire

project. Together, all of these activities establish the

importance of support of the EDI/QR system by the CEO.

Duration of Competitive Advantage

One of the doubts expressed about strategic information

systems is the temporary nature of any competitive advantage

(Clemons 1986; Benjamin, deLong, and Scott Morton 1990). The

question arises whether a company can sustain the advantage

as other competitors develop comparable systems. Benjamin,

deLong, and Scott Morton (1990) describe the competitive

advantage from EDI systems as of strictly short duration.

Further, they say that in many industries the reactive

development of competitive systems becomes a matter of

strategic necessity. Alternative competing systems rapidly

diminish the advantage created by the technology leaders.

This study examines the duration of the competitive

advantage and whether or not it is sustainable. Further, if

it is sustainable, what are the characteristics that make it

sustainable.

The EDI/QR system required setting up a communications

partnership between The Company and its retail customers.

Management of The Company and its retail trading partners

view this relationship as more enduring than previous

trading relationships. AS the VP of the mass merchandising
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division (1989) stated, " There's a lot of trust here,

sharing figures; getting sales figures." This trusting

relationship builds a bond between the manufacturer and the

retailer.

The retailers put a value on this trading partnership.

It consists of more than just restocking shelves quickly.

As one retailer explained,

We pay a lot of attention and we can generate a
lot of trust with long-lasting relationships. I
think the key thing is get in and do Quick
Response and EDI and make it work and create a
strong, trusting, working, happy relationship with
the customer. I don't think 5% is going to swing
it one way or the other.. .what The Company is
doing is going around creating these trusting
relationships and partnerships with a bunch of
retailers. That's worth its weight in gold. This
system is allowing that kind of partnership to
happen.

The VP for Quick Response (1989a) described a

fundamental characteristic of the relationship. It involves

an openness of communications and exchanging information.

He said " You just learn each other's business better and

you come to depend on each other more. So, that's an

advantage for everyone."

Contrary to the results reported Benjamin, DeLong, and

Scott Morton (1990), this research shows there is lasting

competitive advantage available from strategic information

systems. However, the benefit does not derive solely from

the information system itself. Specifically, in this study

the benefit derives from the relationship created in
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creating the EDI environment. Developing an environment of

mutual support and confidence creates a bond that continues

after rivals develop competitive systems. The first

manufacturer in a market that builds this bond creates an

enduring advantage.

Pattern Matching and Congruence Checking

Pattern matching and congruence checking are two

similar techniques for analyzing case studies. Both

techniques involve the comparison of observed patterns with

those of predicted patterns or theories. There are many

aspects of the pattern demanded by theory that are available

for matching with the observations in the local setting

(Campbell 1975). The critical factor is the predicted

pattern or theory must be defined before data collection.

Matching or congruence do not establish a causal

relationship. However, if the observed patterns do not

match the predicted pattern, this shows the predicted

pattern is lacking. In this study we will use specific parts

of the CAA framework as the pattern and compare them to the

observations of the case study.

One organizational attribute included in the CAA

framework was the presence of top management support for the

project. In this study, both customers and company

management associated the importance of top management

support with the success of the EDI/QR system. This agrees
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with the findings of Reich and Benbasat (1988) in their

study on COSS applications.

Another component in the CAA framework is the presence

of a product champion. The product champion coordinates the

efforts of the company towards the development of the

competitive application. In this study, both the VP for

Systems and the Senior VP for Operations were product

champions of the system. Retailers identified the VP for

Systems as an enthusiastic supporter of the system. He was

willing to make necessary adjustments to facilitate the

connections with retailers. The Senior VP for Technical

Services stated that he developed additional software

enhancements on his own time and using his own personal

computer. The Senior VP for Operations championed the use of

bar code technology and the development of industry

standards. Lack of industry standards would have prevented

widespread adoption of a common interface between trading

partners.

Certain characteristics of the organizational

environment of The Company further promoted the development

of the EDI/QR system. Specifically, the approach used by top

management to allow rapid approval of projects. Without the

ability to pursue the EDI/QR system quickly, The Company

would not have been able to secure its position as an

industry leader in the uses of technology. Further, the

rapid approval and development of the system permitted The
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Company to establish valuable relationships with its

customers. These relationships carry with them a lasting

value and advantage over the competition.

Another supporting characteristic of The Company was

the CEO's philosophy on improvements. He encouraged the

development of new and better methods of doing business and

for improving customer service. He was not satisfied with

the status quo. The VP for Quick Response described this

philosophy when he stated,

... our attitude is always to look for a better way
to do what we are doing. [The CEO] says quite
often, people who say if it ain't broke don't fix
it, that's not our philosophy. Our philosophy is
if you can find a better way to do what you are
doing, you had better do it, cause if you don't
somebody else will.

This philosophy kept his employees looking for new ways to

improve company operations and products. It also meant that

the MIS department was continually looking for proactive

ways to use technology to help the company. It was this

alert and attentive attitude which enabled The Company to

identify the potential strategic benefits in the proactive

development of the EDI/QR system.

Conventional IS planning techniques include the

extensive use of cost justification techniques. Cost

benefit analysis, return on investment, and payback analysis

are just some of the techniques frequently used to evaluate

the merits of IS projects. However, each of these

techniques takes time and requires some method to quantify
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the benefits to the organization. When these benefits are

intangible, these techniques loose their value as methods to

evaluate is projects.

In this study, the MIS department did have a five-year

plan. However, the EDI/QR system was developed external to

the five-year plan (VP for Technical Services 1989b). There

was no cost justification or pay back analysis calculated

for the system (VP for Systems 1989b). The decision was

made on the basis of improving customer service, demon-

strating leadership in the industry, and foresight. The

management of The Company believed in the future of EDI

technology (VP for Technical Services 1989b). It was a

choice of being the leader and exploiting a competitive

opportunity, or reacting as a follower to a strategic

necessity.

The final congruency check with the CAA framework

examines the software component of the EDI/QR system. Reich

and Benbasat (1988) reported in a multi-site case study of

competitive information systems that these organizations

built 75 percent of their systems on the "framework of an

existing system." The initial pilot project for the EDI/QR

system used an existing order processing system. The

additional requirement was an interface to convert customer

EDI transaction records into the input format of the order

processing system (VP for Systems 1989a). Once converted,
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the system processed EDI transactions using the same

programs as conventional customer orders.

Development of a Case Description

The third data analysis technique for case studies used

in this research is the development of a detailed case

description. The next chapter contains an in-depth

description of the circumstances and factors involved in the

development of the EDI/QR system.



CHAPTER 6

DEVELOPMENT OF THE EDI/QR SYSTEM

Introduction

The Company is a leading, US manufacturer of men's and

women's apparel. The Company is privately held one family.

The primary customers for The Company's products are branded

retail stores. However, The Company also operates a

separate division that markets selected products to mass

merchandisers under a separate label. The Company has

production in the US and the Caribbean basin under the 807

program and employs over 6000 workers.

As early as 1982, The Company identified the need for

better information concerning its own internal operations.

They wanted to get more and accurate information in order to

better control their own business. At about that same

time, the retail apparel industry was undergoing several

significant tumultuous disruptions. Prominent among these

disruptions were the appearance of new competitors, mergers

and acquisitions, and the slow implementation of information

technology (IT). At the same time, MIS had a vision of

where IT would take the apparel industry. They recognized

the opportunity for using this technology to improve service

62
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to their customers as well as making their own internal

operations more efficient. To capitalize on the available

technology, The Company implemented the use of bar code

equipment for tracking inventory. They also developed their

stock replenishment system, an electronic data interchange

(EDI) system, linking customers to The Company through

electronic transmission of point of sale data. The system

(EDI/QR) was part of the overall QR strategy of The Company.

The Company forged ahead of their competitors and

established a position and reputation as an industry leader

in the use of IT. They were proactive rather than reactive

as many others in the industry are today. The basis for

their actions was the belief that early implementors of IT

in point of sale data capture would gain a competitive edge.

These early implementors would grow while others would fail

to survive. The Senior VP for technical Services summarized

The Company philosophy when he stated "companies that

regardless of their profit margin, regardless of their gross

margins or whatever, the ones that make a dedicated, heavy

investment in information technology are the ones that come

out ahead."

Selection of Bar Code Technology for Inventory Control

The implementation of bar codes within The Company

preceded the development of the EDI/QR system. In 1983, as

The Company introduced several new product lines, the number
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of stock keeping units (SKUs) began to explode.

Simultaneously, The Company also started a separate division

for marketing to mass merchandisers. The Senior VP for

Operations, described the situation when he stated "our

inventory levels were increasing at a phenomenal rate"

during this period. Faced with an increasing number of

products compounded by a simultaneous increase in the number

of sizes and colors of items produced, company executives

decided they needed better control of inventory at all

phases of production and distribution. Before this time,

cutting mistakes and other problems prevented the company

from having accurate inventory data by color or size of

unit.

The Company representatives attended trade conferences

on current scanning technology to evaluate the technology

available for use in inventory control. Based on demonstra-

tions at the conferences, The Company selected bar code

technology as the method they would use to track inventory

of both materials and finished goods. This was all to be a

part of the overall Quick Response (QR) strategy within The

Company organization. QR represents the apparel industry's

implementation of a just-in-time inventory strategy. QR

technology seeks to reduce the total time from commitment to

purchase raw materials to delivery of finished product to

the retailer.
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The Company purchased and installed bar code equipment

for use in tagging and tracking items in inventory.

Initially, the company decided the first step was to tag raw

materials, piece goods and trim. They began tagging the raw

materials even before the computer system for tracking was

in place. Early marking insured that all raw materials in

inventory were tagged, due to normal inventory turnover,

before the computer system began operation.

Originally, the inventory tracking system used bar code

printers to print a label for each unit of raw materials

received. This was an initial, interim step prior to the

development of industry standards for bar code marking of

raw materials shipments. After receipt of raw materials

marked with a bar code tag, receiving personnel scanned the

tags to enter the raw materials into the inventory computer

system. As production used raw materials, other scanners

read the bar code label describing the material. The

computer system then used this data to remove the raw

materials from inventory and transfer them to work in

process.

Each unit of finished product also receives a bar coded

tag. These tags serve multiple functions for The Company's

internal operations. First, the tags identify product to

the computer system by product style, size, and color. Each

unit is scanned when produced, when transferred to the ware-

house, and when shipped to a customer. This permits more
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accurate calculation of finished goods inventory at all

locations. The bar code tags also allow the company to

accurately credit a plant credit for its production. Data

from scanning the tags also permits the company to accur-

ately calculate the payroll for service center employees.

These employees work on a piece rate and the bar code tags

help ensure that each employee receives credit for work

performed.

The accuracy of the scanned data on carton contents

enables The Company employees to identify and uniquely label

each carton in a shipment. The bar coded shipping label on

the carton provides ready identification of the carton to

the retailer. When the warehouse ships the order, The

Company computer system sends an EDI message to the retailer

describing by SKU the contents of each marked carton. The

retailer can then scan the label and identify the contents

of a carton without having to open the carton and count each

item.

However, obtaining the decision to add the tags to the

finished garments was a difficult task. Before putting the

tags on finished garments, the production group had to

convince the merchandising group to agree to putting the bar

code on the garment ticket. Marketing believed that the bar

code was an ugly addition to the ticket and that retailers

would view the bar code as geared towards mass merchandisers

and not department stores.
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It took some time to get merchandising management to

approve the bar code ticket. They were not satisfied that

there was sufficient benefit to be derived from placing the

ticket on each item. Payback analysis provided a convincing

argument for the net positive effect resulting from better

control of inventory. The payback analysis looked at the

cost of the hardware, the scanning devices, and computer

systems work as well as the ticket production equipment.

Offsetting these costs were the projected savings primarily

garnered through improved inventory accuracy. More accurate

inventory control would allow The Company to ship a higher

percentage of orders complete with fewer substitutions. The

payback analysis determined that shipment of another 1 or 2

percent in units would more than pay for the system.

While developing their own system, The Company also

started inviting their competitors to visit their

headquarters. The purpose of these visits was to discuss the

use of bar codes for retailer applications. This spirit of

cooperation was new to The Company. As a private company,

they seldom shared information, or even communicated, with

the competition. The Company representatives seldom

attended industry functions or trade association meetings.

Everyone within The Company was very protective of their

operations. There was one primary reason for the change in

attitude about sharing information with other firms. The

first reason was the need for a critical mass of firms using
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the bar code technology. With only one or two firms

providing bar code labels, retailers would not want to make

the necessary commitments. However, as more manufacturers

provided bar coded labels, retailers could see the available

potential benefits.

The Company invited their competitors to look at their

new ticket and to look at their system for bar coding. They

predicted that for retailers to accept bar coding, it would

have to include more than one supplier providing a bar coded

ticket. Several of the other manufacturers expressed

interest in the use of bar coded tickets. However, they had

not yet made a final commitment. Some were going to start

slowly by testing with only one item. The Company, on the

other hand, committed to placing bar coded tags on every

product that they made.

With multiple manufacturers developing systems for a

machine readable code on garment tickets, the apparel

industry began to recognize the need for standards. If

retailers were to be able to capture point of sale data from

items from multiple vendors, they needed standards. The

Company demonstrated their commitment and leadership by

joining with the National Retail Merchants Association

(NRMA) working committee on point of sale data standards.

The NRMA point of sale standards committee was actively

developing standards for optical scanning. The joined this

working committee to share The Company's experiences and
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outlook. He believed that UPC bar codes offered more

flexibility and was more cost efficient than OCR technology.

When he joined, the NRMA committee was developing standards

implemented using the OCR-A font format. Citing

developments in other retail industries, predominantly the

grocery industry, the Senior VP for technical Services

advocated the UPC bar code. He believed that bar code was

the ultimate direction that the apparel industry would take.

Using cost and the level of technology development as

arguments, the Senior VP for technical Services steered the

NRMA committee in the direction of establishing the UPC bar

code as the standard for the apparel industry. This effort

was one example of The Company's commitment to bar code

technology and their conscious decision to be in a

leadership position.

Retail Conditions Prior to the EDI/QR System

Before the development of the EDI/QR system, The

Company depended on orders calculated using data from manual

inventories taken by their sales force. Customers developed

a model stock program on basic products with their sales

representative. A model stock program is a plan that deter-

mines the customer's inventory level for the item. It

includes stock levels divided by size and color. The model

stock determines the size of the initial order of an item

for the customer.
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Whenever the sales associate visited the customer,

usually once a month, the sales associate generated a

replenishment order for items sold. The purpose of the

order was to bring the retailer's inventory level back to

the levels specified in the model stock program. Without

point of sale data capture, this required a time intensive,

manual inventory each time the sales associate visited the

customer. After counting the inventory, the sales associate

used the inventory data and the model stock plan to calcu-

late manually the reorder quantities necessary to restock

the customer. After calculating the reorder quantities, the

sales representative used a computer terminal to transmit

the customer order to The Company for processing. The total

time to receive a resupply order largely depended on the

timing of the sales associate's visits. The total elapsed

time could extend to as much as 6 weeks including order

processing time, shipping, and receiving and handling at the

customer's distribution center.

The time to restock items sold limited the number of

turns that the customer could make on inventory. Further,

the cycle time also limited the retailer's ability to

respond to changes in consumer demands and buying patterns.

For example, if gray, pleated pants were becoming a popular

item the retailer might not recognize this trend for several

months. In addition, as the retailer sold out of sizes of

that item, they lost any further sales until the sales asso-
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ciate returned and generated a resupply order. The retailer

lost those sales during the reorder cycle time when there

was no inventory to satisfy customer demand. An executive

of a major retail department store chain stated "if 200

people walk into our store and 100 walk out because we

didn't have what they wanted to buy, we've reduced our sales

by 50%." (Apparel Industry March, 1987)

In the late 1970's significant new competitors entered

the apparel market. Many of these new competitors operated

from off-shore locations with significantly different cost

bases, especially regarding labor costs. These costs labor

account for about 50% of the cost of manufacturing a garment

(VP for Operations 1989b). Lower labor costs enabled off-

shore manufacturers to produce a comparable product with

comparable quality at a lower price.

At this time, The Company was one of the three industry

leaders in their family of apparel products (VP National

Sales Manager 1990). Originally, the three leading

manufacturers produced their product in the U.S. However,

one of the three industry leaders moved to take an early

position manufacturing their product off-shore. Their

objective was to establish an advantage over the other

manufacturers through lower production costs compared with

products made in the U.S.

Other new competitors were some of The Company's own

customers who experimented with their own private label
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programs. The VP National Sales Manager (1989b)

characterized the competitive environment for apparel as

"becoming more and more sensitive to wholesale prices." In

some cases retailers shifted programs from one manufacturer

to another solely based on price. The Company wanted to

take the focus from buying product exclusively based on

price and redirect the focus to return on investment.

Mergers and acquisitions also were changing the apparel

industry. Many of these restructurings created retail

organizations with increased debt. The increased debt

created additional pressures on profitability. These

pressures in turn forced retailers to investigate new

methods to increase their profits. The Company recognized

this as an additional opportunity to convince the retail

community to base purchase decisions on return on investment

(ROI) instead of simply on margin.

The Company also recognized that many of their large

department store customers relied on the information

provided by The Company sales associate to manage The

Company business for that store. Many retailers'

information systems capabilities were not able to provide

the types of information necessary for a rapidly changing

market. Until the retailers' system could provide them with

the needed information, The Company saw this as an

opportunity to increase their relationship through the use

of information technology.
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Another problem for The Company was their interest in

protecting their market share as well as the investment in

their production base. The influx of imported products and

the private label products with which many retailers were

beginning to experiment threatened these investments. Both

of these factors contributed to an eroding market share for

The Company. During the period 1980 to 1985, the volume of

products produced by off-shore manufacturers increased each

year. During this same period, The Company experienced

annual unit sales changes that ranged from no change to a 6%

decline (VP National Sales Manager 1990). To maintain a

price-competitive position, The Company had to accept

shorter margins and lower profits.

By 1984 The Company recognized that they needed to set

up better electronic communications with their retail

customers. Better communications would serve three

purposes. The first purpose would be to give the retailers

better control over their inventories. This would enable

them to respond more quickly to changes in consumer buying

patterns. The Senior VP for technical Services described

this when he said,

.. .common sense just tells you that if you sell an
item in a store the first thing you want to do is
replace that item. If somebody wants it, somebody
else is going to want it. Our research had also
pointed out to us how many times people were going
into a store and asking for their size and not
being able to get it or their size or their color.
The reason that they were not able to get it was
because the retailer did not know they were out of
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it until our salesman came along and told them
they were out of it. If they had had the ability
to capture the information at point of sale they'd
have known that they were out of it...

The second purpose of increased communications with

retailers was to help The Company plan their sales and

production more effectively. With increased data on sales,

The Company can plan their production schedules to produce

the items that the retailers would need to restock their

inventory. In effect, The Company uses the point of sale

data to refine internal operations by projecting sales

trends, adjusting production schedules, and reducing

inventory levels. The ultimate future objective is to have

total electronic communications with customers. These

communications include purchase orders, packing slips,

electronic ship notices, invoices, and payments.

A third purpose for better communications was an

improved business relationship with their retail customers.

The VP for Quick Response said,

The overall, all encompassing process allows you
to run your businesses... more efficiently and
then take everything that you have and translate
that into a business relationship, an EDI, Quick
Response relationship with the retailer and the
result is increased sales. (1989b)

As another result, the old adversarial relationships between

vendor and retailer also began to disappear.
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EDI Pilot Project

The first retail organization to come online with

electronic transmission of purchase orders was one of The

Company's major retail department store chain customers.

The pilot Automatic Reorder System (ARS) transmitted

purchase orders from the retailer's chain of stores to The

Company. The retailer first collected the data from their

approximately 350 stores, calculated the reorder quantities,

and then transmitted the purchase orders to The Company. The

Company's order processing system processed these purchase

orders as if they were entered by The Company sales

associates.

Many of the stores participating in the pilot automatic

reordering system were small and located in remote areas.

The retailer organization decided that these small stores

needed a device to improve their inventory control, to track

their sales, and to begin building a database on activity by

vendor and by lot model within that vendor. The automatic

reorder system pilot system provided the retail department

store chain organization with a 25% increase in sales while

enabling them to decrease their levels of inventory by 25%.

(Industry Week) This was the precise intention for the

system.

However, from The Company's perspective, the ARS system

was not a total success. While the automatic reordering

system did achieve the intended objectives for the retail
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department store organization, it required a unique

interface between The Company and the retailer. The

function of this interface was to convert data from one

format to another. The input to the interface was the sales

data in the retail organization's computer format. The

Company had to convert this sales data into their own format

for use by their order processing system. Since the retail

organization's data format was unique to their organization,

this was not an interface that other customer organizations

could use. Further, the data communications between the

retail organization and The Company utilized a direct phone

connection.

It did not take The Company's MIS people long to

realize that, although the system met its objectives for the

retailer's organization, it would not serve as a long term

solution for all of The Company's customers. The Company's

MIS department quickly realized that they did not have the

capability to develop a unique conversion interface with

each of their customers. The solution for The Company was

to develop some type of an interface that could be used by

all of The Company's customers.

The A:RS system gave The Company their first test of

submission of electronic purchase orders generated from

point of sale data. It also served as an example to other

stores of the types of benefits available from the use of

technology. After seeing the successes from the ARS system,
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The Company predicted there were other retailers out there

that would like to take advantage of these same kinds of

information and procedures. However, those other retailers

did not have the technical expertise or the motivation to do

develop a similar system. The ARS system also showed The

Company how an EDI purchase order system could help The

Company's profitability through increased customer sales. An

increase in retail sales translated to an increase in The

Company's sales, also. The 25% increase in sales

experienced by the retailer's organization provided The

Company with their example of how profitable the system

could be.

Development of the EDI/QR System

The Company considered two alternatives for developing

a single EDI purchase order computer system for all of its

retail customers. One alternative was a system The Company

would maintain for their customers. The second alternative

was to ask retailers to maintain the data in their own

database and re-order from that. The Company decided to

utilize both alternatives. First, The Company developed a

system that would maintain a retailer's inventory, if

requested. The system let the customer capture point of sale

information and send it to The Company to generate orders.

Any retailers that were big enough could maintain their own

point of sale tracking system. The retailers's system would
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then transmit to The Company the information about the re-

order. However, regardless of the method of development,

The Company determined that a third party network was

essential for getting data to and from customers. The third

party network served as a mailbox between The Company and

its customers and eliminated the requirement for unique

connections with each retail organization.

Before developing the EDI/QR system, The Company

surveyed their customers to see who was ready to implement

an electronic purchase order strategy. At the time The

Company launched the EDI/QR system, they didn't know of

anyone else in their product line that was doing EDI

purchase orders. The Company's internal strategic planning

determined that they could gain an advantage by promoting

the use of the UPC bar code which they had on all their

product and an electronic linkage with all their retailers.

They would take advantage of the capacity of The Company's

own mainframe by offering services to many retailers that

just did not have either the capacity or the desire to do

electronic purchase orders at that time.

The Company approach to online customer orders was to

develop the system conservatively. They developed systems a

piece at a time. Once one piece of a system is working,

they use that piece as they work on the next piece. The

piece at a time approach allowed The Company to have quickly

a product to show customers and for the customers to use.
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It also limits the investment in a system before the system

comes into use.

Before developing the EDI/QR system internally, The

Company considered using an outside service bureau to

develop the purchase order system. Instead, however, they

decided to produce the system internally. The Company

believed that internal development provided the opportunity

to have something usable ready more quickly than if

developed by a service bureau. Additionally, internal

development was consistent with The Company objective of

providing customer service. The Senior VP for technical

Services stated "we felt that we needed to do it in house to

be able to service our customers." The Company evaluates

all capital investments using payback analysis. Everything,

except facilities, has to be paid back within five years.

However, this applies to the equipment to support expansion

of the EDI/QR system and not to the decision on whether to

develop the EDI/QR system.

Factors Effecting the Development of the EDI/QR System

One of The Company's prime considerations in the

introduction of the EDI/QR system was improving their image

with customers. A top priority in system performance was

their determination to make good on all promises to

customers. For that reason, The Company stated that their

experience so far indicated typical improvements could be as
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much as a 25% increase in sales. However, many The Company

customers, especially those involved in mass merchandising,

experienced increases above 25%.

The Company limited the items available for

replenishment under the EDI/QR system to high volume,

replenishable products. One reason for limiting the items

available was that The Company did not wish to over commit

their production facilities and not be able to provide the

items ordered by retailers through the EDI/QR system.

Another reason was so that The Company doesn't devote a lot

of resources to items that have low turnover. Retailers may

track sales of fringe items using The Company systems.

However, these fringe items are not available for quick

replenishment through the EDI/QR system. The retailers

still use the old manual processes for fringe items.

Reordering of these items usually happens once, or twice, a

year and the retailers book the orders in advance.

In the mid-1980's a prime factor motivating many

retailers toward the EDI/QR system was the state of the

retail apparel industry. Electronic purchase orders were

the last thing that many retailers said they wanted to get

involved with developing themselves. Many retail

organizations were in the midst of acquisitions or mergers.

Many retailers were just trying to survive. Surviving parent

companies were trying to find out what systems existed in

the companies that they had bought and how they were going
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to communicate with these new acquisitions. The last thing

the retailers wanted to do was to think about restructuring

their internal point of sale tracking systems. As a result,

in many instances almost no one knew what was the exact

status of systems in many sophisticated department stores.

Another motivating factor for the EDI/QR system was the

sophistication of the mass merchant division at The Company,

the MMD group. MMD dealt with several sophisticated mass

merchandising organizations that were tracking goods

internally, marking their goods, and some were even

scanning. In fact, several mass merchandising groups

published letters that said that future business depended on

merchandise having bar code tags and the ability to transmit

purchase orders electronically. The Company decided that it

was as easy to accept electronic orders from all of its

customers as it was to try to segment only the mass merchant

customers. They believed there were benefits that everyone

could gain. More knowledge of selling activity and inventory

was in everyone's best interest to have.

Operation of the EDI/QR System

There are two modes in which a retailer may participate

in the EDI/QR system. Each mode requires the retailer to

capture point of sale information on items sold. The

retailer uses the bar code, or some other code, to capture

not only the type of item, but also the size, color and
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style of the item. The first mode of operation of the

EDI/QR system allows the retailer to keep their model stock

plan in their own computer. Using the model stock and the

data captured at the point of sale, the retailer calculates

a stock replenishment order. The retailer then transmits

the completed purchase order to The Company for processing.

By calculating and then transmitting their own orders, the

retailer has the ability to manipulate the reorder amounts.

The second mode of operation for the EDI/QR system has

the retailer transmitting raw sales data directly to The

Company. The Company compares the sales data to the model

stock plan for that customer and generates the purchase

order items and quantities.

One of the objectives of the EDI/QR system is to

increase the number of turns the retailer gets on inventory.

Therefore, The Company limits the items available through

the EDI/QR system to basic, year round items. These items

are the products that a retailer will restock when sold.

Fashion items are those items that the retailer buys just

once and then does not restock. Fashion items are not

included in the EDI/QR system since the retailer ordinarily

does not wish to replenish those items when sold.

The Company began actively marketing the EDI/QR system

to retailers in January, 1987. At that time they had been

developing their EDI purchase order system for about 2 1/2

years since they started with the ARS system.
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The Marketing of EDI/QR

To use the EDI/QR system as a competitive weapon

against off-shore manufacturers, The Company needed to

overcome traditional retailer buying habits. The Company

had to convince the retailer to stop looking at price and to

start looking at ROI. However, a change to ROI represented a

significant change in established buyer procedures. Although

the executives in retailer top management understood ROI,

the buyers who place the purchase orders usually looked at

the unit cost, or price point. Before EDI, buyers were

evaluated on the margin between unit cost and selling price.

Therefore, the buyer was anxious to select the product with

the highest margin. The Senior VP for Operations (1989b)

explained why The Company targeted their strategy at top

level management.

One of the strategic elements of our plan that we
identified very early was that we would not target
any of this program at the merchandiser but to a
higher level. It had to be at the CEO of retail.
Once those presentations were made, then the speed
with which the retailers began to adopt the
philosophy and to implement was phenomenal,
because they saw immediately what the return was.
They weren't putting money up a year in advance
with their letters of credit. They weren't
committing to quantities and colors that may
change mid-season and not be able to make the
adjustment. They weren't marking down as many
goods. They weren't having to alter as many goods
or to transfer goods between stores and things of
that nature were all tremendous benefits.

Another benefit to the retailer from the EDI/QR system

was an increase in regular price sales. Retailers
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frequently increased inventories before a big sale event.

However, they did not always maintain inventory at the

correct level necessary to maximize regular price sales. By

quickly replenishing product sold, EDI/QR enables the

retailer to maintain a better position for regular price

sales and thus improve the profit margin over discounted

sales.

Effects of EDI/QR

The Company quickly found itself in a leadership

position in the utilization of point of sale data and

EDI/Quick Response relationships. They set the pattern for

other manufacturers to follow. Retailers used The Company

as an example of the type of relationship they expected from

other manufacturers. Other manufacturers also looked to The

Company for solutions to problems such as how to deal with a

higher volume of orders that specified lower quantities.

Retailers reported that the EDI/QR system didn't

always yield reduced inventory levels. However, they did

report increased sales from the same inventory level. The

increased sales resulted from prompt restocking of items

sold. Before the EDI/QR system, many of these sales

frequently were lost due to the retailer being out of stock

of the desired item. The retailer also lost the sale of

related items such as shirts, ties, etc.
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Not all items in The Company product line are available

through the EDI/QR resupply system. There are two reasons

for this. The first reason involves The Company's promise

to honor its commitments to EDI/QR retailers. The Company

told retailers that agreed to use the EDI/QR system that

they could count on 95%+ completion of all EDI/QR orders.

The second reason for limiting items available with EDI/QR

involves The Company's own inventory. They do not want to

maintain a large inventory of items for which there is

relatively low demand. If The Company included slow moving

items in the EDI/QR system, then they would have to maintain

inventory on those items to ensure their ability to ship

orders promptly. Therefore, The Company limits the items

available in the EDI/QR system to those with strong retailer

demand.

The Company always tried to position itself as the

number one customer service company in their segment of the

apparel market. They view customer service as a significant

selling advantage. The VP National Sales Manager (1989b)

described the central corporate strategy and philosophy as

one that maintains high levels of quality, product, and

service to the customer. Even before the development of the

EDI/QR system, retailers viewed The Company as the industry

leader for service in their family of products. Although

there is stiff competition in the apparel industry,

currently very few of The Company's competitors can offer
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the same levels and quality of services in electronic

scanning, transmission, and distribution.

The benefits to the retailer, and thus indirectly to

The Company also, from the EDI/QR system derive from

reducing the time it takes to restock a sold product.

However to capitalize fully on the benefits available

through the EDI/QR system, The Company finds it must offer

additional services they previously had refused to deliver.

Many factors contribute to diluting the potential benefits

available from a Quick Response system. Any process or

activity that delays product on its way to the retail

selling floor prevents the retailer from receiving full

benefit of their EDI relationships. For example, in

describing the distribution center as one potential

bottleneck, the Senior VP for Operations said "... we could

go through all of the Quick Response elements of our company

and get a product to the retail distribution center where it

would sit for two weeks before they were ready to put it out

on the floor." Any delay en route to the selling floor

serves to decrease potential inventory turns and that limits

advantages of the EDI/QR system.

The Company now offers extra services, on a very

limited basis and at a price, that allow goods to flow

directly from The Company to the retail floor without having

to go through the distribution center. These extra services

include putting the stores' own SKU number on their
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documents, packing one SKU per carton, and putting product

on hangers. Retailers see these activities as bottlenecks

in their whole operation that they can't solve. Their

solution is to pass the problems back to The Company and

other vendors. However, each of these additional extra

services causes The Company complications with production

scheduling and distribution.

Problems Caused by the EDI/QR System

The Company experienced an increase in inventory levels

after the introduction of the EDI/QR system. Three related

factors caused this increase. First, The Company committed

to EDI/QR customers that they would ship complete at least

95% of all EDI/QR orders. At the same time, no one at The

Company expected that retailers would experience increases

in sales as high as 40%. The third factor causing the

increased inventory levels was the number of retailers

participating in the EDI/QR system. This number grew faster

than anyone in the company predicted. To honor the shipping

commitment at the increased levels of sales, the forecasting

department overestimated the production requirements. They

did this knowing that over production would increase

inventory levels. Overall, the combination of The Company's

commitment to the EDI/QR retailers and the increases in

retailers and sales caused the increase in inventory levels.
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One problem with the EDI environment is the lack of

legal standards for electronic transactions. Before EDI,

each purchase order was a hard copy document. Usually, on

the reverse of the document was a copy of the terms of the

purchase order. The terms specified the conditions of the

transaction. Further, it had a signature authorizing the

transaction. Currently there are no legal standards for

electronic transactions and there has been no legal test of

those types of agreements. The question remains whether

there is an implied and enforceable contract generated in an

EDI transaction. This applies to seller as well as to

buyer. Each is depending on the other to honor the EDI

transaction.

The Company deals with the EDI contract issue by

keeping on file a copy of the retailer's current purchasing

terms and conditions. These are the same terms and

conditions that appear on the retailers regular purchase

orders. Only one retailer has sent The Company a contract

specifically covering EDI transactions. The Company also

reserves the option to request retailers to include an

identifying name or initials authorizing each EDI

transaction. However, there is no precedent for any of

these measures being adequate or enforceable.
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Benefits of the EDI/QR System

The Company considers survival as one measure of the

EDI/QR system's success. With the mergers and acquisitions

that have occurred in the retail department store industry,

the remaining retailers are fewer, but larger. Each of

these new, larger organizations consolidated operations to

control expenses. Many employees were dismissed due to

overlapping functions. The result was fewer people making

decisions for a larger number of stores. The Senior VP for

Operations cited an example of one acquisition where a local

buyer was replaced by a buyer from the new parent

organization located in Houston. The single buyer in

Houston now looks after The Company purchases for what had

previously been two organizations with two buyers. With

only one person buyer to handle more stores, the buyer must

depend on sales information generated through point of sale

tracking or from The Company's internal tracking system.

The new consolidated retail organization further

eliminates redundancy by reducing the number of sources the

buyer selects for a particular product. In the Houston

example, the retailer reduced the number of pant sources

from 15 to six. As the Senior VP for Operations succinctly

stated (1989b),

... our primary objective is to be the survivor in
that group of 6, and they're choosing people that
give them those services and those electronic
linkages that can help their organization to
understand their own business better...In some
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cases only the larger manufactures are going to
survive. The little guy that cannot afford the
investments or to provide the retailer with all
that information, unless he's got a real exclusive
product, I don't think he's going to survive.

Bar code tracking and the EDI/QR system also yield more

effective internal operations for The Company organization.

They have bar code tracking systems for inventory at all

production sites and warehouses. The bar code tracking

systems make inventory information much more accurate and

reliable than it had ever been in the past. For example The

Company employees can quickly make inquiries of stock levels

of raw materials or finished products.

Another example of benefits results from bar code

scanning of shipments to retailers. After scanning the each

item and before packing in shipping cartons, shipping

personnel print a bar code label and attach it to the

outside of the carton. These labels allows The Company to

identify the contents of each carton. The Company can then

transmit electronic packing lists to the customer. Scanning

shipments and electronic packing lists have practically

eliminated claims for carton shortages.

According to the VP National Sales Manager the EDI/QR

system made important contributions to The Company's

marketing efforts. The first of these contributions was the

perception of The Company in the retail community. The

Company's early positioning in EDI with the EDI/QR system

generated the perception of the company as a leader in the
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apparel industry. In addition to the reputation for its

product, The Company was now recognized for its innovative

use of information technology. The perception of The

Company created by the EDI/QR system served to differentiate

The Company further from its competitors.

Another contribution to marketing by the EDI/QR system

was convincing retailers to consider their commitment to IT.

Retailers saw The Company making the decision on EDI and the

EDI/QR systems. Further, they saw the types of returns

offered by these uses of technology. These opportunities

encouraged the retail community to be more aggressive in

developing their capability for EDI relationships with The

Company and EDI/QR-type systems.

The VP National Sales Manager also credited the EDI/QR

system with adding more self confidence to The Company sales

associates. The competitive advantage generated by the

EDI/QR system reduced, or even eliminated, many of the

obstacles raised by retail customers. The ability to keep

stock in direct proportion to sales, increase inventory

turns, and improve ROI is an opportunity that is hard for

retailers to refuse.

An indirect marketing benefit of the EDI/QR system is

that it eliminates many of the manual tasks of The Company

sales associates. Instead of the sales associate performing

inventories and manually calculating orders, they are free

to concentrate on improving the visual marketing of The
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Company products. Visual marketing includes presentation of

the product on the selling floor, signs and displays, and

how well informed the retail sales personnel are about the

product. Improved visual marketing translates into

increased sales.

Top Management Support: A Key Factor

All of the executives interviewed at The Company

consistently mentioned the same factor as a key to the

success of the EDI/QR system. The key factor was the process

required to get management approval to proceed with projects

like the EDI/QR system. The Company is a private company.

It is still wholely owned and managed by the family of the

original founder. Further, the organizational structure of

The Company has very few levels of management. Top level

executives in The Company family quickly provided approval

for the MIS department to proceed with the development of

the EDI/QP. system. The Senior VP for Operations described

taking the proposal for the use of bar codes and for the

EDI/QR system to the CEO, for his approval. On both

occasions, the Senior VP for Operations received a quick,

positive response. Although other alternatives were

explored, there was not a formal or lengthy cost benefit

analysis performed prior to committing to bar codes or the

EDI/QR system. This positive response allowed the company
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to move swiftly to achieve an advantage over other companies

that adopted a slower approach.

Senior management was not the only supporter of MIS at

The Company. The Senior VP for technical Services (1989a)

also credits the success of the EDI/QR system to support

from user departments, including marketing and production.



CHAPTER 7

RESULTS, IMPLICATIONS, AND CONCLUSIONS

This chapter presents the results and implications of

the research conducted in this study. The first section

reports the results from the study as guided by the original

study propositions. The results relate the knowledge gained

about the processes, measures, development issues, and other

CA factors involved in the development of the new IS. The

second section extends the research results with

implications for the results to the development of other

competitive information systems. The third section

identifies significant variables involved in the development

and use of the IS. These variables portend opportunities for

future research. This section further includes suggestions

for focusing the direction of future research programs

investigating these variables. The final section provides a

summary of the research results.

Research Results

This study had several research objectives. These

objectives included an exploration of the decision processes

for an IS to generate CA. Further objectives explored the

justification of the new IS and characteristics indicative

94
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of other potential CA applications. This section reports the

results of investigating these objectives.

Description of Decision Processes

The first objective of this study was to generate a

detailed description of the processes associated with the

development of the IS. To investigate these processes, the

study used five exploratory questions. Each of these study

proposition questions examined different factors about the

decisions involved in the initial development of the IS.

Factors Effecting the Initial Decision Process

The first three study proposition questions explored

the significant factors involved with making the initial

decision to develop the EDI/QR system. These questions

were:

1) How did the firm decide to create the IS?
2) Why was this system chosen instead of some other

system?
3) How did the organization of the firm support the

decision to create and implement the IS?

The circumstances that led to development of the IS

were complex. The original idea for a system dealing with

generating purchase orders based on data generated at the

point of sale came from one of the manufacturer's retail

customers. The customer wanted the ability to transmit

purchase orders directly to The Company. This purchase

order transmission project was not a part of The Company's

system development plans. However, since the retailer making
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the request was a good customer, the CEO of The Company

instructed the systems group to proceed with this request.

Consequently, the original purpose of the pilot project was

to satisfy the request of a good customer and not to test a

new idea.

The Company quickly began to recognize the potential

benefits possible with the pilot purchase order system. Led

by the Senior VP for Technical Services, they pursued

capitalizing on the observed benefits by expanding and

refining the system and making it available to all of their

retail customers. In fact, it became a significant marketing

tool. To determine potential interest in the EDI/QR system,

The Company conducted a preliminary survey of their

customers. The objective of the survey was to see which of

their customers expressed any interest in the proposed

EDI/QR system. A second area of emphasis in the survey

focused on whether the retailers were ready, technologi-

cally, to undertake such a project. Before this time, The

Company predominantly used the sales representative or the

merchandising group to communicate with retailers (VP for

Operations 1989b). Therefore, the survey served further to

improve communications between the manufacturer and the

retailer at both the operations and computer system levels.

In addition to the interest expressed in the survey,

there were several other underlying reasons why The Company

chose to develop the EDI/QR replenishment system. The
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primary reason was the successful increase in sales achieved

with the pilot project (VP National Sales Manager 1989b).

In this pilot project, the retailer realized a 25% increase

in sales. A corresponding 25% decrease in inventory levels

accompanied the increase in sales (VP for Quick Response

1989a). Shortly thereafter, a second retail customer asked

for a similar system for their purchase orders (VP for

Systems 1989a) and achieved similar increases in sales and

decreases in inventories.

Another reason for developing the system was the

minimal cost involved. The Company already had a system to

receive electronic transmissions of purchase orders from its

sales representatives. The systems department of The

Company determined that the addition of the EDI front-end to

provide a direct interface with retailers would not require

a significant cost outlay (VP for Technical Services 1989a).

At the same time The Company believed that this was a

valuable and helpful service for their retail customers.

This type of extra service reflected the corporate strategy

and philosophy of maintaining high levels of quality,

product, and service (VP National Sales Manager 1989b).

A third reason for the development of the EDI/QR system

was senior management's commitment to customer service and

their desire to exhibit proactive leadership in the apparel

industry. The VP National Sales Manager (1989b) rated good

product distribution as the key to improved sales. He
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further described inability to provide timely distribution

as one frequent reason why retailers change manufacturers.

The Company had a good customer base that depended on them

for good service. The EDI/QR system was an opportunity to be

first with a valuable new and helpful service.

The senior management with The Company consistently

demonstrated a proactive approach to the use of IT in their

industry. They predicted that EDI and QR along with UPC bar

codes would be the technologies of the future in the apparel

industry. The Company wanted to be the first manufacturer

to make this technology available to their customer base to

secure their leadership position within the apparel

industry. They believed that the first companies to provide

this service would achieve a significant and lasting

advantage over the competition.

A final reason for developing the EDI/QR system was

increased competition from foreign products (VP for Systems

1989c). At the same time that The Company began developing

EDI interfaces with customers, many other retailers were

taking their wholesale apparel business to off-shore

manufacturers. The off-shore manufacturers produced

comparable products with lower labor costs, and thereby

provided products at a lower cost to the retailer. Further

complicating the situation, some large retailers experi-

mented with their own private label brands made off-shore.
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The Company believed that the EDI/QR response system

gave them a competitive advantage over off-shore

manufacturers. The basis for this belief was the ability to

rapidly replenish items sold. A retailer could improve sales

on the same or lower inventory levels due to the quick

replenishment of items sold. The price point of The

Company's product was higher than that of off-shore

manufacturers. However, the number of turns of inventory

was greater with the EDI/QR system. The bottom line result

was that the net ROI for the retailer was greater with the

EDI/QR system than with the off-shore product. Figure 9

shows an example of this type of calculation. To achieve

the same results, the retailer must buy the Non-EDI product

at a cost of $7.29, not $9.00.

Comparative Case History of Retail Sales
EDI/QR Product versus Non-EDI, Imported Product

25,000 unit planned program
Retail price: $17.99 per unit
EDI/QR manufacturer cost: $9.50
Non-EDI Competitor cost: $9.00

Non-EDI EDI
Units Sold 25,000 31,500
Retail Price $17.99 $17.99
Gross Sales $449,750 $566,250
Cost of Sales $225,000 $299,250
Stock Turns 1.85 2.5
Average Inventory $243,108 $226,674
Average Units in Stock 13,513 12,600
Gross Profit $224,750 $267,435

Figure 9 - Retailer ROI Calculation
EDI Product Sales versus Non-EDI Product Sales
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Based on these observations, several significant

factors influenced the initial decisions leading to the

development of the EDI/QR system. Each of these factors had

a fundamental impact on the success of the IS and the

competitive advantage it generated. The factors influencing

the decision processes for the development of the EDI/QR

system include:

1) The Company built the EDI/QR system for a minimal
investment as an extension of an existing IS.

2) Senior management of The Company consistently
advocated proactive use of IT in support of
organizational strategy.

3) The Company needed a quick response to threats from
industry rivals.

4) The EDI/QR system provided a competitive advantage
by differentiating The Company from rivals that
provided substitute products.

5) Swift implementation of the EDI/QR system served to
enhance relations with customers which further
hindered rivals.

6) A system advocate promoted the benefits of the
system to both management and customers.

Factors Effecting Initial Evaluation Decisions

The second set of study proposition questions explored the

measures and processes The Company used initially to

evaluate the system. Specifically, the questions

investigated how The Company measured the costs and

determined the competitive advantage benefits of the

proposed system. The study questions used were:

1) How did the firm determine that this would be a
cost effective use of IT?

2) How did the firm determine that this system would
yield sustainable CA?
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For most capital projects, The Company calculated a

five year payback before beginning the project (VP for

Operations 1989a). However, The Company began the initial

pilot version of the EDI purchase order system in response

to a request from a good customer. The systems group

reported to the CEO that the requested system required

little investment on the part of The Company. The CEO then

instructed them to develop and implement what was to become

the pilot version for the EDI/QR system (VP for Systems

1989b).

The fully developed EDI/QR system followed as an

extension of the pilot project. However, based on the

results observed from the pilot system, The Company did not

perform any further cost benefit or payback analyses on the

EDI/QR system. The Company, led by the Senior VP for

Technical Services, wanted to move immediately in the

direction of an EDI/QR system. Rapid development would

secure their position as the technology leaders in the

industry and enhance their status and reputation with

customers.

Management's philosophy at The Company based their

successful reputation with customers on three key factors.

These three factors were quality, product, and service. In

accordance with these factors, they provided the EDI/QR

system as a means to further enhance overall service to
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their customers. Additionally, it served to improve

communications, also.

However, the reasons for providing the EDI/QR system

service weren't altogether selfless. The Company believed

that bar-coding and point-of-sale tracking systems were the

technologies of the future. They based these opinions on

observations in the grocery and other markets. Their vision

was that The Company should proactively seize the advantage

and develop an EDI/QR system. The alternative was to wait

for others to lead in developing the technology until such a

system became a strategic necessity. This was not

acceptable.

In deciding to develop the system, three prominent

characteristics stand out concerning the process of

evaluating the EDI/QR system. First, The Company did not

take the time to perform a cost justification for the

project. Second, they built the system based on their

perceived direction for technology within the apparel

industry. Third, they wanted to be the leaders and not the

followers in the use of technology in their industry. Each

of these characteristics was an essential component in the

successful development of the system.

Valuing and Justifying Competitive Advantage

The second research objective of this study was to

determine if the new IS justifies the expense incurred in
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its development. To examine this objective, the study

proposed the following questions.

1) How did the firm measure the cost to develop the
IS?

2) How does the firm measure the benefit of the IS to
the firm and to the firm's customers?

The direct tangible measure of the benefit of the

EDI/QR system to The Company is measured in sales (VP

National Sales Manager 1989a). The change in sales is

covered in the previous section entitled "Did the EDI/QR

System Generate A Competitive Advantage". However, there are

indirect, intangible benefits of the system as reported by

customers using the system.

One of the indirect, intangible benefits is a changed

and improved relationship between The Company and its EDI

partners (Retailer-A 1989). In the past, relationships

between manufacturer and retailer were best characterized as

adversarial. The retailers didn't trust the manufacturers.

They carefully checked each shipment for errors and

sometimes claimed non-existent shortages to make up for

other insufficiencies (VP for Operations 1989a). The

manufacturers also did not trust the retailers. The

manufacturers believed that the retailers used every

opportunity to take advantage of the manufacturer.

Introduction of an EDI relationship causes a change in

the relationship between the manufacturer and the retailer

(Retailer-A 1989). The partners in the EDI relationship
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have to trust each other to make the relationship work

(Retailer-B 1989). Once the manufacturer and the retailer

make this bond, it takes a significant occurrence to break

it (Retailer-A 1989). This gives the manufacturer that

originally initiates the EDI partnership a significant

advantage over other competitors that subsequently develop

comparable systems.

Despite the presence of both tangible and intangible

benefits, The Company did not delay the development of the

EDI/QR system to evaluate its potential benefits or its

costs. The motivation for development was the commitment to

customer service and a concept of future technology trends.

If they delayed development for an evaluation, they could

lose the opportunity to be first with this type of system.

The EDI/QR system represented an extension of systems and

technology already in operation. The Company developed the

new capacity by simply extending the capabilities of

activities it was already performing. The extended system

produced both tangible benefits (sales) and intangible

benefits (improved relations and image) for manufacturer and

customer.

Characteristics of Potential CA Applications

The final research objective of this study was to

identify characteristics of the IS that may be indicative of
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an IS used for CA in other industries. To examine this

objective, the study proposed the following question.

What factors were required to make the IS a
viable system?

The first step to identify characteristics of other CA

systems is to look at what factors made the EDI/QR system

successful. Specifically, what attributes of the EDI/QR

system allowed The Company to achieve a competitive

advantage. Further, which of these attributes are suitable

for describing other systems.

A significant characteristic of the EDI/QR system was

the method by which The Company promoted the system to its

customers. The Company marketed the system as a strategy

where retailers could improve their own ROI. The implica-

tion was that the marketable benefits of the system were to

the consumer of the system and not to the system developer.

This was indicative of The Company's competitive strategy of

differentiating itself from the competitors through improved

service.

The Company's fundamental objective was to improve its

sales to retailers. However, the EDI/QR system focused its

immediate benefits on improving ROI for the retailers. It

was because the system benefitted the retailer that The

Company realized a competitive advantage and the resultant

increase in sales. The important factor is the emphasis on
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the value gained by the consumer of the system rather than

the originator.

The retailers participating in this study indicated

other factors that uniquely characterized The Company and

its EDI/QR system. They identified that the availability of

an EDI/QR system gave The Company an advantage over other

manufacturers who did not have that capability (Retailer-A

1989). However, this would not appear to be a sustainable

advantage as others could develop similar capabilities. An

important factor in sustaining the advantage was to

establish a relationship and build mutual trust through a

successful EDI partnership. "We would definitely stick with

the relationship and partnership that had been developed.

That's definitely a known entity that is worth some amount

of money." (Retailer-A 1989). Further, the retailers in the

study indicated that they have the strongest and most

enduring feelings for their first EDI partners. The

significant factor relevant to this characteristic is the

need to be a proactive leader in the developing competitive

uses of technology.

Another characteristic that made the EDI/QR system a

viable competitive weapon was the perception it gave the

company within the apparel industry. Because of their

aggressive development of EDI and QR technology, they have

an enhanced reputation in the apparel industry. "We also

see them as a leader in the industry and very far thinking.
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That's definitely influenced our opinion of them and our

thoughts of whether or not they're going to be here five

years from now and so a partner we really want to get tight

with." (Retailer-B 1989). Perceptions like these reinforce

the requisite of being a proactive leader when developing

competitive applications of IT.

The EDI/QR system is specific to the apparel industry.

Further, it represents a system with a specific competitive

advantage strategy. However, many characteristics of its

success are generic and applicable to other potential CA

applications. These factors include focusing the value of a

system on the consumer of the system, being a proactive

leader in the use of technology, and using the technology to

improve what you already do well. Other results reported in

previous sections described additional CA application

characteristics.

Implications of the Results

The system investigated in this study provides numerous

insights into the factors relevant to the applications of IT

to generate competitive advantage. However, it specifically

represents an example of the class of systems that focus on

customers as the targets of the system. As such, it is not

to be considered representative of all classes of competi-

tive systems. One of the messages from this research should

be that systems with different competitive advantage
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strategies are not equivalent. Their objectives are

different and so are the factors in developing and

evaluating these systems.

Future externally focused, customer oriented systems

need to concentrate on the benefits for the customer. The

customer is the purchaser of the services of the system.

The value to the developer will depend on the value the

customer places on the services provided by the system.

This is a direct application of differentiation as a

competitive strategy.

Organizations can achieve significant competitive

advantage through incremental steps in existing procedures.

Competitive advantage does not require extreme changes or

transformations in existing operations. Companies should

capitalize on their strengths. They can do this by

examining functions they do well to determine opportunities

to use IT to further improve their performance and

difference themselves from their competitors. The EDI/QR

system did not represent an entirely new method of

operations. The basic order processing system already

existed. Before development of the EDI/QR system, sales

representatives transmitted batches of orders from personal

computers. Addition of the EDI/QR interface was an

extension of the existing system.
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Significance of Findings

This research provides several significant contri-

butions to the understanding of competitive applications for

information technology. However, before summarizing these

contributions, it is appropriate to repeat the basic

objective of a competitive system by using the definition of

competitive advantage. As stated earlier in this

dissertation, Porter defined competitive advantage as the

resultant value that a firm creates for its clients or

customers that exceeds the firm's cost of creation (Porter

1985, p. 3).

According to the definition of CA, the EDI/QR system

created a CA if it created a value for the customers of the

system exceeding its cost of creation. The intangible

benefits provided by the EDI/QR system are difficult to

quantify. However, the EDI/QR system provided tangible

benefits for customers of The Company that are quantifiable.

Figure 7 shows sales figures from retailers before and after

the implementation of the EDI/QR system. Retailers

experienced both increased unit sales and increases in

inventory turns. Both of these contributed to increased ROI

for the retailers. Figure 8 reinforces the CA by showing

increases in sales with less need for promotional pricing.

Further, the customers of The Company expressed their

convictions that the EDI/QR system gave The Company an

advantage over their competitors.
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The significance of the EDI/QR system goes far beyond

the CA it provided to The Company. The system furnished an

opportunity to examine the characteristics contributing to

the successful development of an IS to generate CA. Other

organizations can use these characteristics as guidelines

for developing their own applications of IT to generate

competitive advantages. However, merely imitating these

characteristics does not guarantee creating a CA. Other

systems using the IS as a pattern for CA must first support

the strategy and objectives of the organization.

This study identified significant factors having a

fundamental impact on the success of the IS and the CA it

generated. Factors effecting the cost of the IS included

that the CA application was an extension of an existing

system, that management advocated proactive use of IT, and

the need for a quick response to threats from industry

rivals. This combination of factors permitted The Company

to move quickly once they identified a new use for IT in

their industry.

Other factors supported the development of the IS

within the organization. Clear and visible top management

support and the ability to bypass formal system cost

justification procedures further aided The Company in

rapidly developing the IS as a strategic weapon. Finally,

the VP for Systems was a strong system advocate who
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represented the benefits of the system internally and

externally.

Taken together these characteristics describe an

environment that permitted the development of the EDI/QR

system. They represent an organizational philosophy which

encouraged the use of IT to support the strategic objectives

of The Company. However, the most important contribution of

this study is the identification of two different

perspectives on how to determine the value of a strategic

IS.

The development of the EDI/QR system shows that the

value of the IS to the developer is not the same as the

value to the consumer. The competitive value of the IS, and

thereby its value to the developing organization, is a

function of the value perceived by the consumer of the IS.

Conversely, the value to the consumer lies in the business

improvement derived through use of the IS. The value to the

developer is primarily an intangible value, but the value to

the consumer is the tangible business benefit gained from

usage of the IS.

Focus of Future Research

Based on the results of this study, there are several

variables suggested as potentials for future research.

These are variables that participate in the determination of

the competitive advantage derived from an IS. Specifically,
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these variables deal with competitive advantage in the

supplier-customer relationship.

The first potential variable deals with the partnership

created through the IS. Any time there is an IS shared

between two organizations, there is some type of

relationship created between the organizations. In the

instance of the EDI system of this case study, both The

Company and the retailers referred to the value of this

partnership. However, neither could be specific as to

exactly what that value was. As the partnership continues

and the relationship strengthens, a measure of trust

develops between the organizations. This trust also has a

value in determining the value of competitive advantage.

The questions that remain are how much is this relationship

worth in retaining the customer and how can the relationship

be enhanced and strengthened.

A second variable for future research is the perception

of the organization within its industry. The Company

enhanced its reputation and stature by being the first to

develop an EDI/QR system. The retailers participating in

this study described this reputation as representing a

competitive advantage.

In order for the advantage to be sustainable, there

must be some lasting benefit. The questions that remain are

how much is this perception worth to current customers, how
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much is it worth in securing new customers, and how long

will the perception last and still retain its benefits.

This research investigated a system that focused value

on the consumers of the system as potential sources for

competitive advantage. However, research needs to

investigate methods for evaluating the intangible benefits

derived from this advantage. Investment in IT must support

the strategic goals of the organization, but it must also

provide a benefit, either tangible or intangible. Many of

the benefits from externally focused, customer oriented

strategic systems are intangible. Further, this process

must provide for rapid evaluation. Failure to act quickly

turns a potential competitive advantage into a reactive

system merely providing strategic survival.

Risk is another factor to include with tangible and

intangible benefits in the evaluation of CA applications.

There is risk. inherent in both developing a potential CA

application and in not developing the application. Future

research needs to develop models for assessing the risk in

not developing a CA application as well as developing a

system that does perform to expectations.

A significant factor in the success of the EDI/QR

system was the relationship it created between The Company

and its customers. More and more of these electronic

partnerships require development of standards for

interorganizational communications. Industry trade
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organizations will play an increasingly important role in

the development of these standards. However, these

standards do not have the same force as law. Current

commercial regulations deal with paper transactions. Yet to

be determined is the legal liability of the partners trading

in an electronic transaction. Continued expansion of

electronic relationships will require research and

legislation establishing the boundaries, restrictions, and

regulations regulating electronic relationships.

Summary

Porter (1985) identifies three strategies for a company

to create a competitive advantage for itself: low cost

efficiency, differentiation, or exploitation of a special

market. In the past the uses for IT have focused on making

the internal operations of organizations more efficient.

The objective was to decrease the cost of production and

operations. The final result was a favorable competitive

advantage for the organization.

Use of IT to decrease expenses required some

justification that the return on the investment in

technology justified the expenditure. Organizations used

ROI, payback analysis, present value and other techniques to

measure the probable returns from investment in IT. If a

project who's focus was on reducing the costs associated

with internal operations could not show "hard" benefits, it
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would not be approved. Many organizations continue to apply

this type of evaluation technique to systems designed with

an external focus (Freedman 1990).

This study shows that, contrary to the popularity of

the ROI approach, there are instances when cost justifi-

cation techniques are not appropriate. When the system has

an external focus directed at creating a different

perception of the organization, cost justification may not

measure the true benefits of the system. The perceptions of

the organization as held by its customers create an

intangible value. In the specific case of EDI systems, the

creation of trading relationships creates a bond with

customers that is not easy for competitors to break (Burch

1989).

Cost justification evaluations also do not take into

consideration the strategic necessity of some systems.

Changes in industry structure may force an organization to

change the way it does business (Porter 1980). In those

situations, the difference between investing in a system and

not investing may be the continued existence of the

organization. Further, those organizations that

successfully develop these strategic systems first create

confidence and improve the relationships with their

customers. Rather than focusing exclusively on internal

cost justification, an organization should investigate the

returns they create for their customers. Improving
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customers' returns increases the organization's competitive

advantage (Porter 1985) .
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RQ - Research Questions for study
IQ - Interview Questions for interviews

RQ #1: How did The Company decide to create the IS?

IQ #1.1: What were the circumstances that led to
The Company investigating the pilot project? Who
originated the idea of the pilot project?

IQ #1.2: Who did the development of the pilot
project?

IQ #1.3: Why did The Company do the survey of
retailers before developing the EDI/QR system? What
were the results? How did the survey results impact
on the decision to develop the EDI/QR system?

IQ #1.4: What factors made The Company decide to
develop the EDI/QR system?

RQ #2: Why was the EDI/QR system chosen instead of some
other system?

IQ #2.1: What were the alternatives, if any, to
the EDI/QR system?

IQ #2.2: Did anyone else in The Company's market
have a similar EDI/QR system?

IQ #2.3: What was The Company's motivation for the
EDI/QR system? Is it still the same today?

RQ #3: How did The Company determine that this would be a
cost effective use of IT?

IQ #3.1: How did The Company justify the cost of
the EDI/QR system?

IQ #3.2: What was the objective of the EDI/QR
system? How did The Company measure the value of
this objective?

IQ #3.3: How did The Company know this was the
right thing to do?

IQ #3.4: How would you measure the value of the
EDI/QR system today?
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RQ #4: How did The Company determine that this system would
yield sustainable competitive advantage? How do you
define it now?

IQ #4.1: How did you define competitive advantage
for The Company when developing the EDI/QR system?
Is it still the same?

IQ #4.2: Does the EDI/QR system give The Company a
competitive advantage? If so, how do you measure
the advantage?

IQ #4.3: Did other competitors view The Company as
having a competitive advantage when you developed
the EDI/QR system? If so, why and how do you
evaluate the advantage? Do they still today?

IQ #4.4: Do retailers view The Company as having a
competitive advantage because of the EDI/QR system?
If so, why and how do they measure the advantage?

RQ #5: Did the organization of The Company support the
decision to create and implement the IS? If no, why
not? If yes, how?

RQ #6: How did/does The Company measure the cost to develop
the IS?

IQ #6.1: How did The Company determine the costs
and benefits in order to calculate the five year
payback?

IQ #6.2: Was a five year payback calculated before
beginning the pilot project?

IQ #6.3: Were any other measures used to evaluate
the costs and benefits of the EDI/QR system?

RQ #7: How did/does The Company measure the benefit of the
IS to The Company and to The Company's customers?

IQ #7.1: Has the EDI/QR system been the
determining factor in gaining any new customers? If
yes, how do you know this? What benefits caused the
new customers to select The Company over its
competitors? Has it caused any customers to quit
buying from The Company due to unfulfilled
expectations, etc.?
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IQ #7.2: What are the strengths and weaknesses of
the EDI/QR system?

IQ #7.3: Has the EDI/QR system lived up to your
expectations? Why or why not?

RQ #8: What factors were required to make the IS a viable
system?

IQ #8.1: Was the EDI/QR system a strategic move
for The Company? If so, does it continue to be and
has it met your expectations? If not, how do you
classify the strategic importance of the EDI/QR
system?
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IQ #1: Were you a customer of prior to development
of the EDI/QR system? If not, was the EDI/QR system
a motivating factor to becoming a customer of The
Company?

IQ #2: How did you find out about the EDI/QR system?
[Note: Did you approach The Company, or did they
approach you?] What factors motivated you to
participate in the EDI/QR system? How did you
measure those factors? [Note: economic, cost
analysis, formal analysis, salesman, etc.] How did
you evaluate the impact of the EDI/QR system on your
staff? What are the benefits that the EDI/QR system
gives to your organization?

IQ #3: If another manufacturer offered a similar
EDI/QR-type EDI system, equivalent product quality,
and 5% lower price, would you switch? Why or why
not?

IQ #4: low would you define competitive advantage?

IQ #5: Do you feel the EDI/QR system gives The
Company a competitive advantage over its
competitors? Why or why not? If yes, how do you
measure that advantage? Do you feel the EDI/QR
system gives you a competitive advantage? Why or
why not?

IQ #6: Do other retailers see The Company as having
a competitive advantage because of the EDI/QR
system? What is the advantage and how do you
determine the advantage?

IQ #7: Before the EDI/QR system, what were the
determining factors for selecting a manufacturer of
a product? Has the EDI/QR system changed this
process?

IQ #8: Has the EDI/QR system changed the way your
organization makes purchasing decisions? If yes, how
has it changed? If no, are there reasons why it did
not?
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IQ #9: Do you now keep smaller/larger inventories of
The Company products? (i.e. have your model stock
plans changed because of the EDI/QR system?) If so,
how much? Are you getting increased turns on the
inventory? If so, how much? Over what time period
are these measured? [Note: was this a rapid change?
i.e. revolutionary or evolutionary]

IQ #10: Do you give The Company's products more
floor/shelf space on the selling floor? Why or why
not?

IQ #11: Do you now advertise The Company's products
more than before EDI/QR? Why or why not?

IQ #12: What is your perception of The Company?
Has this changed since the introduction of the
EDI/QR system? How does your perception factor into
your decision to buy from The Company?

IQ #13: Are there characteristics of the EDI/QR
system you do not like? If so, what are they and
why do you not like them? What are the best
features of the EDI/QR system?

IQ #14: How do you rank distribution as a core
marketing strategy? Has this changed since the
introduction of the EDI/QR system and other similar
EDI systems?
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